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CHILD ABUSE AND "THE SCHOOL

Abstract of Dissertation
INTRODUCTIONs The reality of child abuse in the United States
increasingly manifest as statistics continue to

~becoming

mount. Vincent l',ontana, Chairman of New York Mayor's Task
Force on Child Abuse and Neglect, as~erts: "~3tatistics strongly
suggest that child -·battering is probably the rriost Common .

cause of death in children today." Child abuse is occurr1ng
in every-community and experts indicate that approximately

- - - - - - - - + - - - c _ c __ _ _~th-ree-ins-t-anGe-s-o.f-ch-i-ld-abuse-o.c.c_ur_f_o_r_____every_:po·•P"'u"'l"a"t"i"o"n'--"i"n"-:__ _c__ _ _ _ _c__ _ _ __
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crement of lO,ooo.·

PROBLEMs School districts in the state of California are not
adequately dealing with the problems o:r child abus,e and should
be doing a more adequate job. The California. Penal Code is very
clear in spelling out that school personnel must repOrt suspected child abuse cases to the legal authorit;ies, yet some
school districts do not report any cases of child abuse while
others of comparable size, location,_ and population, report a
substantial number. The literature sUggests that the reasons
for school districts not reacting to child abuse cases are
because .of the lack of' ad.e_quate direct;i.on in terms of school
board policies, administrative rules and regulations, and inservice training.
·

PURPOS.E: The purpose of this study was to develop_a child abuse
intervention model which would include school board Policies,·
administrative rules and regulations., and recommenOed inservice
procedures for the training of scho0l personnel,
PROCEDURE: In .order to obtain information for devclooing more
adequate procedures for dealing wi-th. child abuse. caseS, the
following.procedure was-used: two-key people from the Califorrlia State Department of Health were selected by the res_earcher
in order to elicit their assistance in identifying school districts,
county offices of education, and other social agencies which
appeared to have exemplary child abuse programs. Three methods
were used to collect data1 (1) p€rs-onal interviews of people
knowledgeable in the field of child abuse (2) letters of inquiry
to all county superintendents in the. statP. of California and
(3) a com:prehen'3ive review of the literature, The salient issue
was to develop a working model of child abuse programs including
school district board policies, administrative rules and regula~
tions, and an inservice training program fOr school personn~l.
CONCLUSION: The result of the study- dealing with child abuse
eases indicated that few school districts in the state of California have written ~olicies, administrative rules and regulations
and inservice training for school personnel for child abuse. It '
was found that procedural recommendations were so~etimes available
from county offices of educat.ion, but seldom were these procedures
implementBj at the school district· level. Research indicated that
inservice training of school personnel in the area of child abuse
is generally left to the deccretion of the individual school district and its support staff, and nowhere within the state'•could
it be found that inservice training was mandatory.
Recommendations for further study are:
(1} Colleges and universities sho~ld review their curriculum inorder to determine if child abuse education is included,
(2) The model should be tested in a unified scho·ol district
inorder to dete.rmin~ i L.r; efficacy on all children, ages seventeen- and under, (3) Teacher and administrative organization'..
should investr.igate incidence of child abuse inorder to determine
if they are adequately disseminating the impact of the prol;llena 1
(4) Legiolation should be rev.iewed across country and measures
taken to determine if some areas of the country are more sucm~~-;oful than others in combating child abuse.
Rl~COMMENDATIONS:
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
INTRODUCTION .
------i--------The-r.ea.li-ty-o-f-Gh-i-10.-aeuse-~n-tohe-Uni-ted-States--rs - - - - -

becoming increasingly manifest as statistics continue to
mount.

Vincent . Fontana, Chairman of New ·York 1 s Mayor 1 s Task

Force on Child Abuse and Neglect, asserts:

"Statistics

strongly suggest that child battering is probably the most
common cause of death in children today, outnumbering those
caused by any of the infectious diseases, leukemia, and aut.o
~-~~de-,_J.J. L..::1

0.V1..o...l.

~

..1

1

Child abuse is. occurring in every conununi t.y and
experts indicate that approximately three instances of child
.

abuse occur for every population increment of 10,000.

2

Instances of child abuse cases cited by David L.
Martin are illustrated.
a.

_j
J.

Child, age seven, hands and feet bound while
child is suspended from door for eight hours
one day. Next day, child suspended from door
for five hours while parents beat child with
hands and belt, When child begged for water,
mother responded first with wet washcloth over
his face, then with a broom handle in his back.
As a result of the beating on that second day,
child went into 34-day coma. Child died.

1

navid L. Martin, "The Growing Horror of Child Abuse
and the Undeniable Role of the Schools in Putting an End to
It," American School Board Journal (November, 1973), p. 52.
2

Ibid.

1

2

b.

Child, age nine, burned by parents with chemicals (bleach and peroxide) and electric iron.
Burns, some of them developing into gangrene,
covered most of the area on child's arms, legs,
hips, feet, genitals, and back of hands. Child
scrubbed with scouring pads. Child beaten.
Child died.

c.

Child, age seventeen, forced into incestuous relationship with father when child was twelve
j
years old. Girl regularly beaten by father.
------+,~~cc-··------'When-chi-l-d-ga:ve-JJTrt:h-to infant: (res un: of-i•n-=-=----~--cest) , the girl's mother told her to place the
·
newborn infant into a plastic bag. She did so.
Bag was airtight. Child indicted for murder.
,
Final disposition of case not indicated.
i

---j

j

d.

Child, age six, beaten with fists and attachments from vacuum cleaner. Spleen lacerated.
Child died.

e. ·Child, beaten, stabbed in neck, choked..
permanent mental retardation.
f.

Child, punished by withholding food.
death by starvation.3

Result:.

Result:

The alarming cases of child abuse in the United
States are becoming increasingly evident, and as such it is
incumbent upon the state and federal governments to act expeditiously in re-examining legislation that could ameliorate
this serious problem.
In the state of California the Senate Select Committee on Children and Youth met on December '17, 1973, in Los
Angeles at the Children's Hospital in order to hear the
testimony from experts and lay persons regarding child abuse.
The purpose of the meeting was to determine if additional
legislation was needed in this area.

The following is a

3

portion of the transcripts dealing with child abuse:
Committ.ee !1embers
HONORABLE
HONORABLE
HONORABLE
HONORABLE
HONORABLE

I
j

Members Present:

HERVYN M. DYMALLY, CHAIRMAN
MILTON MARKS, VICE CHAIRMAN
NICHOLAS C. PETRIS
ALBERT S. RODDA
JAMES E. WHETMORE.

Senator Mervyn M. Dymal1y, Chairman
Senator James E. Whetmore

------------~~i.•·---------T-r_a__n_s_c_r_i~p-t_s__:------~~

Chairman D~nally: The Select Committee on Children
and Youth is hereby called to order.
The purpose of this hearing .is to hear expert testimony and testimony from concerned parents, community
groups, and individuals. We can only begin to
·
scratch at the surface cif this problem which is becoming more serious as we study it.
Each year some 60,000 ·children in ·this count;ry are
reported to have been abused; some to the point of

1

permanent injury and even death.

I

In California the abus.ed child still remains unpro·tected. There are various procedures used and implemented through administrative rulings and policy of
social service and law enforcement agencies.
Our task here today is to examine these procedures
carefully to determine if t.he.Y are viable as substantive guidelines to future_ legislative proposals.

I
------11

Furthermore, we found out in preparation of this
hearing, that .there is another equally important
element of this problem; and that is the parent who
abuses the child. The crux of this issue is to
examine if the present criminal penalties and sane. tions against the parent are the best alternativ:es
to establishing effective deterrence,· I have a.·
notion that the stat.e is not now providing adequate
community services for parents who are in crisis.
Assemblyman Karabian: Thank you Senator Dymally.
May I say at the outset that I am delighted that
you established and asked for a Select Committee on
this subject and began investigation into this
subject, because certainly it is apparent to all of
us who are charged with the responsibility of making·

4

the lq.w, the l<t\V'S are inadequate and that the insti-

tutions perhaps need updating to get at this problem.
We must not only punish child abusers, it is imper_ative that we find effect.ive ways to prevent the
brutalization of the innocent. No decent human being,
-·
whether a parent or not, can fail to be shocked by
victims of child abuse in California. As a Deputy
1District Attorney, I prosecuted child abuse cases.
j.
I knew of children who had their bones broken, their
i
bodies burned, and their faces mutilated by their
_- ·
own parents. I knew of· children for whom such in'juries did not matter anymore; they were in the
-----+1_·-------~mergue-.-Aeeo-rd-i-ng~to-est-i-inates-at~l-e-ast-20-,-000'-----1
children in this state need to be rescued from child
abusers.4

l
j
·

lJ

The school, having care of children during operational
·hours, is in an advantageous position to take action that will
help in the identification and-subsequent prevention of child
abuse.

"School officials must take an active role. by in-

creasing their knowledge about the abused child ·and by esj

Ij

tablishing and following well-de:fined school policies and
regulations that will bring this problem to the attention of
legal authorities." 5
Medical experts, legislators and social workers who
are knowledgeable and _concerned about child abuse told the
American School Board Journal that:
(1)

-- ------j

j

Schools can be an important force in combating
child abuse.

4 state of California, Senate Select Committee on Children and Youth, Child Abuse (Children's Hospital, Los Angeles,
California).
5Interview with Stella M. Robellar, Juvenile Probation
Office, County of Santa Clara, June, 1974.

5

(2)

School officials should establish specific
policies and procedures for child abuse
reporting.

(3)

School board members and superintendents should
encourage proper reporting by sensitizing
school employees to the existence of the prob'lem and method of reporting• 6

At a meeting of educators, Mr. Kenneth R. Rashid,
Special Assistant to the Acting Associate Chief,
Children's Bureau, Office of Child Development, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, asked his
audience how many of them, in the course of their
careers, have suspected that at least one of their
pupils might have been an abused or neglected child.
Every hand in the audience went up. For the first time
society seems to be facing the problem of child abuse
and neglect.?
This leads us to question-our own state laws, our
school districts' policies, and procedures.

Are we aware

enough of the abuse problem to do something· about it?

I

The

research staff of the American School BoarC!__~our:.:':lal questioned many experts in the area of child abuse and all
agreed that schools can help with the problem by being
aware and doing something about it.

Kathern Bond, staff

assistant with the Children's Division of the American
Humane Association, says that several salient issues hamper
effective school reporting of child abuse.

Among them are

the inability of school personnel to recognize abuse, and
the poor relationships which exist between schools and the
agencies that are charged with the responsibility to act

6Martin, op. cit., p. 53.
?Jean Nazzaro, "Child Abuse and Neglect." Exceptional· Children, February, 1974, pp. 351-354.

6

upon school reports.

l
1!

1

----J

Bond asserts that the problem of re-

porting does not generally lie in the first person to
identify the abused child, but that it occurs in. the follow
up of those responsible for reporting. 8 Victor L. Crawford,
Maryland State Senator, says, "The natural desire of individuals not to be involved is an impediment to effective
child abuse reporting J5y · scnool----offlcials. " 9-:-rt-is i'•m"'P"'O""'r'"-~--tant that people become involved,especially when it could
mean the saving of a savage beating·or possible death to
a child.·
School employees may not know of their legal re-·
sponsibilities in regard to reporting suspected child abuse
and become confused and angered when they ::eel that nothing

I

can be done.

Elizabeth Davoren, psychiatric social worker

says that:
All professionals who deal with child abuse, police,
physician·s, nurses, teachers, social workers, attorneys,
and judges should ·• • • have education • • • inservice
training, of some sort, and information on how to
recognize abuse and what to do when abuse is suspected,
needs spelling out for each profession.lO
California State law is very clear in outlining the
responsibility of school personnel and other agencies in
respect to child abuse reporting.

Penal Code Section 11161.5

BMartin, loc. cit.
9 Ibid.
lOElizabeth Davoren, The Battered Child in California
(March , 19 7 3) , p • ·3 •

7

has been amended to read:.
(a)

In any case in which a minor is brought to
a physician and surgeon, dentist, resident,
intern, podiatrist, chiropractor, or religious
practitioner for diagnosis, examination or
treatment, or is under his charge or care, or
in any case in vlhich a minor is observed by
I
any registered nurse· when in the employ of a
1
public health agency, school, or school
district and when no physician and surgeon,
- - - - !1 ~-----'-------~r3eo:;s:;.~.~,~·d~e.'lnllC_t, or intern is present, by any super·---~·.:.·
intenderit, any superv~sor ofc-cniTd werfare
and attendance, or any certificated pupil
personnel employee or any public or private
school system or any principal of any public
or private school, by·any licensed day care
worker, by an adminis.trator of .a public· or.·,
private summer day camp or child·care center,
or by any social worker, and it appears to the
physician and surgeon, dentist resident, intern, podiatrist, chiropractor, religious
pract1oner, registered nurse, school superintendent, supervisor of child welfare and
attendance, certific;ated pupil personnel

l

l

employee, schoot principal, teacher: licensed

day care worker, by an admini£;trat.or of a
public or private summer day camp or.child
care center or social worker from observation
of the minor that the minor has physical
~njury or injuries which appear to have been
inflicted upon him by other than accidental
means by any person, that the minor has been
sexually molested, or that any injury prohibited by the tenns of pection 273a has been
inflicted upon the minor, he shall report
such fact by telephone and in writing, within
36 hours, to both the local police authority
having jurisdiction and to the juvenile probation depar~ment; or, in the alternative,
either to the county welfare department, or
the county health department.
No person shall incur any civil or criminal
liability as a result of making any report
authorized by this section.ll

llstate ·Of California, Senate Bill No. 1506, Legislative Counsel's Digest, Amendment to Section 11161.5, Penal
Code, relating to minors, January 8, 1974.

8

Title 9, section 273a, paragraph 2, of the California Penal
Code states:
Any person who, under circumstances or conditions
other than those likely to produce great bodily
harm or death, willfully causes or penni ts any
child to suffer, or inflicts thereon unjustifi-'able physical pain.or mental suffering or having
jl•.
the care or· custody of any child, willfully causes
.' .
or permits the person or health of such child to
be injured, .or willfully causes or permits such
I
_ _ _ _,I_---------Ch-i-J.d-to-be-p.Lace.d-in-such-si.tuation_that_Lts______:_
person or healfh may be endangered, is ·guilty of
a misdemeanor. 2

I
l

Statement of the Problem

1

.. School districts are not adequately dealing with
child abuse.

1

"It seems unlikely, for example, that one

school syst.em with 7,600 students would have 26 suspected
cases in a one-year period while a.school system of 20,000

1

students had no reports and has done nothing t.o recognize
the problem, hence denying that the problem exists.ul3 The

1

literature previously cited suggests that the reasons for
school districts
cases are twofold:

1I
'

not responding to suspected child abuse
First, adequate direction in terms of

school district board policies and administrative rules
and regulations are lacking; and second, school personnel

12state of .California, Penal Code 273a, "Willful
cruelty or unjustifiable punishment of child; endangering
life or health." Title 9, Abandonment and Neglect.
13c. Henry Kempe and Ray E. Helfer, Hel~ing the
Battered Child and His Family (Philadelphia and Toronto;
J. B. Lippincott·Co., 1972), p. 115.

9
have not reqeived adequate training.
Purpose of the Study

1
1

I

The purpose of this study is to develop a model
which will provide more adequate procedures for dealing with
child abuse cases in school districts.

It will include

I

--=--=---=l

board policies, administrative rules and regulations, and
recommendations for inservice training of personnel.
Procedure of the Study
. In order to obtain information for developing more

l

j

adequate procedures for dealing with child abuse cases in
school districts, the following procedure has been used:
Two key people from the California State Depart:ment of

1

l
J

Health were selected by the researcher in order to elicit
.their assistance in identifying school districts, county
offices of education, and other social agencies which
appear to have exemplary child abuse programs.
Three methods have been used to collect data:
(1) personal interviews,

(2) letters of inquiry, and (3)

comprehensive review of the literature.

The salient issue

has been to develop a working model of child abuse programs including school district policies, administrative
rules and regulations, and an inservice training program
for school personnel.

a

10
Significance of the Study
The study is significant for the following reasons:

I

personnel of the child abuse problem.

]

not be so reluctant to report suspected child abuse cases

The results may increase the awareness of school
School personnel may

to the authorities if there are well-defined

J,

- l
----------1

and administrative rules and regulations.

boar~p_oli_cies

The results

may increase the desire of school districts to provide inservice training for personnel.
Definition of Terms

I

Terms used in this study are defined as follows'
1~

Chilil,.

"Child" means an individual between

1
the ages of 5 and 17 inclusive.•
2.

Child Abuse.

nchild Abuse" means a situation

in which a child suffers from any one or more of the
following:
a.

Serious physical injury inflicted upon
the child by other than accidental means.

b.

Harm by reason of intentional neglect or
malnutrition or sexual abuse.

c.

Going without necessary and basic physical
care.

d.

Willful mental injury, negligent treatment,
or maltreatment of a child under the age
of 18 by a person who is responsible for
the child's welfare under circumstances
which indicate that the child's health or
welfare is harmed; or treatment thereby,
as determined in accordance with regulations pre~cribed by the Director of Health.

I

11

l
I
I1·

e.

3.

Any condition which results in the violation of the rights or physical, mental,
or moral welfare of a child or jeopardizes
the child's present or future health,
opportunity for normal development or
capacity for independence.l4

Parent.

"Parent" means any person who ex-

ercises care, custody and c.ontrcil of the child as estab-

----1-----nsnea-oy-Iaw. 15'-----------~--~-~--~----4.

Child Services.

"Child Services" means services

for or on behalf of children which shall include, but not
be limited to, the following:

I

I
I

a.

Protective services.

b.

Caretaker services.

c.

Day care services, which include dropoff
care.

d.

Bomemaker services or family aides.

e.

Counseling services. 16

14

Mervyn M; Dymally, Senate Bill 354, Legislative
Counsel's Digest, State of California Social Services
(1974), Approved by the Governor May 31, 1974, effective
January, 1975.
15
16

rbid.
rbid.

12
Limitations

regulations, and reporting procedures.
2.

The problem of school districts' claim_to inservice training of personnel regarding child
abuse reporting.
Overview

In Chapter One, the problem has

bE~ en

stat:ed and the·

purpose and procedure for the study presented,
The literat1,1re is reviewed in depth in Chapter Two,
concentrating on child abuse as perceived by the schools
citing their. responsibilities in view of school district
policies, administrative rules and regulations, and inservice
training for school personnel.
The procedures of the study are presented in Chapter
Three.
~n

analysis of the data and exemplary models for

dealing with child abuse are presented in Chapter Four.
Chapter Five contains the summary and conclusions
and recommendations of the study.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
1

INTRODUCTION

I

I

_-_--:.-__-_::-:__-_-J1-------~-TITe-physi-c:a-l----abuse-toha-1o-ch-i-ldr.en_suff_e_r_.,h"'a""s.__.r,_.e"----------

·.
1

ceived increasing attention in the past few years.

Child

abuse exists and educators play an important part in the
detection and in the reporting of cases to the legal authorities.

David G. Gil states:

However, little has been said concerning the roles
and responsibilities of educators and schools in dealing
with this phenomenon in spite of the fact t.hat about
half the children subjected to physical abuse are of
school age and are thus in almost daily cont.act v1ith
the schools, our major social insti tu'cion concerTed
with the well-being and development of children.
It seems that a major emphasis of a child abuse
intervention program should be the education of the educator,
since the child must attend school pursuant to mandatory
state laws.

"Educators consequently may be in a good po-

sition to help with the detection and protection of abused
children and to aid in reducing and controlling abuse." 2
The school administrator in particular must be aware of state
laws in respect to suspected child abuse cases.

The admin-

istration at the school level must be extremely aware of

1 David G. Gil, "What Schools Can Do About Child Abuse,"

American Education, Vol. 5 .(April,l969), p. 2.
2 Ibid,
13

detection and reporting procedures since they vary from
state to state.

The principal is in a crucial position with

regard to parents and the school.3 Dr. Morris J. Paulson
says, "If there is any area of great importance specific to
primary intervention, it is certainly here in the schools." 4

-

I

In California, as in many other states, the mandatory child

____j!-----;abuse-repor-tc:iong-proeedures--as-s-tc:iopu1.-a-t;ed-:ion-Seet-ion-l-l-Jo6-l--.5

~- -~!

l

of the Penal Code includes the schools as an agency which
is required to report all cases.

The schools must maintain

a high level of awareness if child abuse is to be curbed.
"Educators must be alert and willing to participate in the
detection, reporting, treatment and prevention of !Jattered
children." 5 The willingness of the schools to report potential cases of child abuse plays a key role in t.he early
detection of this critical problem.

"In time to come, it is

hoped that the schools, as educational institutions, will
take on a very much more active role in the war on child
abuse." 6 The literature regarding the laws relating to child
abuse, school policies, administrative rules and regulations,

3Morris J. Paulson, Ph.D., Associate Professor in
Residence, Principal Investigator, UCLA Child Trauma Intervention Project, in a letter to Robert L. Harriman (December 18,
1974), filed under correspondence.
4 Ibid.
5Nations Schools, "What's New Aiding the Abused,"
Vol. 90, No. 3 (September, 1972), p. 91.
6vincent J. Fontana, Somewhere A Child Is Cryin~
(Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., New York, 1973), p. 171.

is
exemplary p.rogratns, and inservice programs is reviewed in
this chapter.
Laws Relating to Child Abuse
Prior to 1960, most states had no laws requiring the
reporting of suspected child abuse.

"Since the American

Academy of Pediatrics symposium on chiJ.a---al5use in----1:96-1-,--phy-----sicians, social workers, and teachers have become increasingly alert to evidence of the battered child syndrome." 7 The
United. States Children's ·Bureau eagerly pursued legislation
to protect the abused chi·ld, and by June 1967, every state
in the United States had adopted laws 'i'7hich reqU:i:t:e or en-

1j

courage physicians and cel:tain others, depEmding upon the
-state's law, to report suspected cases of child abuse to

\

appropriate law enforcement or welfare authorities.

Persons

report.ing suspected child abuse in good faith are f.ree from
civil or criminal liability for doing so. 8 According to
Monrad G. Paulsen, Dean of the Law School at the University
of Virginia, "Few legislative proposals in the history of the

1

United States have been so widely adopted in so little time." 9

_j

However, since the dynamics of chiid abuse were not
adequately understood at the time reporting legislation

?Peter and Judith DeCourey, A Silent Tragedy (Alfred
Publishing Company, Inc., 1973), p. 10.
.

~David G. Gil, Viol~nce Against Children (Harvard
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1970), p. 21.
9
rbid.

Un~vers~ty
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was enacted, no proven strategies and policies for
prevention and treatment were incorporated into these
laws, and their impact on incidence rates is consequently not expected to be significant.lO
Punitive action for not reporting suspected child abuse seems
to be the only legal means for enforcing mandatory reporting
laws.
The concern ·over child abuse has not gone

unno~iced~.--------~

The United States Congress has introduced current laws to
curb such deleterious crimes against children.

Senator

WalterMondale introduced Public Law 9:3-247 to the

93rd~

Congress; s.ll91 on January 31·, 1974, which was enacted.

l

I

An

abridgement of Public Law 93-247 is contained herein; the
entire law can be found in Appendix A.

Public Law 93-247,

which is generally referred to as the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act, allows for financial assist.o.nce for a
demonstration program for the prevention, identification,
and treatment of child abuse and neglect.

The Act provides

for the establishment of .a National Center on Child Abuse
and Neglect.

The Secretary, through the Center, is author-

· ized to make grants to those groups or individuals who contribute to demonstration programs under Section 4 of the
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. 11
In the State of California, Senator Dymally introduced

10 navid G. Gil, "Violence Against Children," Journal
of Marriage and the Family (November,l971), p. 637.
llunited States Senator Mondale, An Act, Public Law
93-247, 93rd. Congress, s.ll91 (January 31, 1974).

l
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Senate Bill 354, \>lhich establishes an office of Child Abuse

\

Prevention in the State Department of Health and specifies

l

the powers and duties of that office.

It. also provides for

··.pilot projects to study child abuse in conjunction with

\

designated agencies.

Three regional "family crisis centers"

shall be established by the office on a pilot project·basis

\

---~

for the prevention,. identification and treatment of child
abuse, one in the northern portion of the state, one in the
southern portion of the state, and one in the central

\

portion·of the state.

Senate Bill 354 also establishes a

st,ate l'.dvisory Committee on child abuse to advise the Office
of.Child Abuse Prevention and the State Child Health Board

\
\

concerning child abuse.

Senate Bill 354 is to become effec-

tive when federal funds are made available for such
purposes. 12
California State law mandates under Section 11161.5
of the Penal Code that school personnel report suspected
cases of child abuse.

Yet, Mr. Verner, foster care consul-

tant with the California State Department of Health says,
"We have long known that school districts were not doing the
job of reporting child abuse."l3 California law has a penalty
clause for not reporting suspected child abuse under

12Mervyn H. Dymally, Senate Bill 354, Legislative
Counsel's Digest, State of California Social Services (1974),
Approved by the Governor Hay 31, 1974, effective January 1975.
13 Interview \dth Hr. Verner Felker, Foster Care Consultant, State Department of Health (December 18, 1974).

I

l
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l
I

I
\

Section 11162.0 of-the Penal Code.

If school personnel are

aware that child abuse .exists and ·do not report these cases·
to the legal authorities, they can be charged with a misdemeanor and be fined $500 or serve six months in the_ county
jail.

Dr •. Robert

w.

ten Bensel, Associate Professor of

Pedia tries at the University of Minnesota states:.

: _ ----1

I

Scliool officials seem reluctant-eo report or even to ·------suspect child abuse. That fact becomes all the more
grave when you consider that ten percent of all battered
children die of their injuries, and that unreported
and misdiagnosed cases carrY a 25 to 50 percent risk
of permanent injury or death within a year .14
-.

A California case. demonstrates that child abuse has
the potential of moving beyond the level of a misdemeanor
charge.

1
1

Ij

1
1

I

----1

In April, 1970, five-month-old Thomas Robison of
Arroyo Grande \vas admitted to Sierra Vista Hospital in
nearby San· Luis Obispo, ~vhere x-rays showed that his
skull was fractured from ear to ear. The boy's seventeen~
year-old mother, who was living with an AWOL soldier;
said he had fallen off a bed~ and the child was re.turned to the mother three days later. T>vice within the
next month he required further hospital treatment for
injuries that inciuded "'hip whelts on the back, puncture
wounds in the neck, and burned finger tips; the last
time he had strangulation ·marks and was not breathing.
Before respiration was restored, he suffered so much
brain damage that he had to go to a home for the
mentally retarded. Now three, he has an;rQ of 24 and
may never weigh niore than 35 .pounds ••• -.The child's .
father brought a $5,000,000 suit against the- four
doctors, for failing to report the attacks, and against
the city and police chief of Arroyo Grande, for failing
to investigate adequately when another doctor did make
charges. In a settlement said to be .the first of this
kind, the doltors and the police agreed to pay
$600,000 ••• 5

14 Nations Schools r "Wha·t' s New Aiding the Abused,"
Vol. 90, No. 3 (September, 1972), p. 91.
15Time Magazine, New York (November 20, 1972), p. 74.
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In light of the moral and ethical considerations of

the educational profession, ,thecurrent laws, and the potential

for more serious consequences, it.seems unusual· that school
personnel do not demonstrate more concern about the problem.
School Policies, Admini·strative
RuTes and Regulations
There. is a dearth of information in the literature
regarding school policies, administrative rules and regulations which go beyond the Educational and Penal Codes.

It

seems that many school .districts are taking t.he posture
that since child abuse is prohibited by law, teachers and
school personnel have easy access to the codes; therefore,

j

I

it is not necessary to develop school poli.cies 1 administrative rules and regulations.
in dealing with

tod~y's

This, of course, is unrealistic

societal problems.

Too many chil-

dren are dying from child abuse each year for schools to
avoid the problem.

As previously ci.ted, the California

Penal Code, Section 11162.0, indicates that failure to
report spspected child abuse is a misdemeanor,. and that those
who fail to do so are subject to prosecution.

Since school

personnel can be prosecuted fo.r non-compliance with this
law, it seems logical that well-written guidelines in the
form of policies, rules and regulations wouid spell out
definitive steps for people to follow.

Dr. ten Bensel cites

two salient points for school personnel to consider:

1.

Laws in· every state. grant immunity from civil or

20
criminal liability for anyone who reports suspected
cases of child abuse in· good faith.
Teachers' fear of
becoming involved in legal action brought by child's
parents are unwarranted.

1i

l

2. People who see children more regularly than do
physicians often _are ·the first to spot physical signs
or hear a child's story of abuse.
If trained to recognize those symptoms for what they are, school personnel
can save pupils' lives J6
lie lTEerat:ure re-fl-e-cts-that-the--preb±em-ef-abuseGI-----children is being recognized as a major health concern in
the United States.

Yet, abuse cases or beating incidents

with children and particularly older children go unnoticed
in the .:;;chools •.
A child abuse program.was started in the Syracuse,
New York school system on the premise that the schools could
contribute-to a valuable degree in detecting cases.

Tne

Syracuse program .and results of the first four years of

I

operation are presented as one of the exemplary programs
found in the schools.
Child _Abuse Program in Syracuse
Since its inception, the school program has been the
greatest single source of uncovering child abuse problems in
Syracuse .1 7 The program has been invaluable in the identification of the abused child since most of the injuries were

l6"What 1 s New Aiding the Abused," Nations Schools,
Vol. 90, No.3 (September,l972), p. 91.
17c. George Murdock, M.D., "The Abused Child and the
School System," 'American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 60,
No. 1 (January, 1970), p. 106.
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not of the magnitude to need attention by .a physician.
following procedure was used in Syracuse.

The

A form (figure 1)

was prepared and sent to all schools in the district.

A

school personnel reporter filled in the form giving the

1
J
.!

per~

tinent data, and sent it to the Director of Health Services,
Duplicatesweremade, and the original report was forwarded
to the Children's Division of the County Department of
Social Welfare.

Social workers .from the county office were

assigned to investigate suspected cases of child abuse, and
then subsequently referred the case to the local Family
Court, if any punitive action was deemed necessary.

A cen-

tral registry of·cases was kept by the Children's Division
of Social Welfare, which often revealed repeated abuse or
abu:;e of siblings in the family.
Before 1964, the Syracuse school system had very
few child abuse cases reported,

The child abuse referral

system was implemented in the 1964-1965 school year.

Table I

shows that during the first year of operation, eighteen cases·
of child abuse were reported.

In 1965-1966, twenty cases of

child abuse were reported; in 1966-·67, twenty-four cases were
reported; and in 1967-68, the last school year for which data
were available, eighteen cases were reported.

It appears that

after the school personnel were informed that they had legal
immunity from civil and criminal liability, they were not so
reluctant to make the reports.

The types of abuse recorded

included welts incurred by whippings with sticks, broom
handles, ropes, belts, and electric cords.

There were also

22
.

City School Distri.ct, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Report form for abused child

(type or print)

·Name

Birth Date ________

Address --------------,.... ~·ather ___ Mother _ __

j

Description of injuries (lo.cation,. degree,
l
1,_•---~-·~- s·catement-f.rom cnila regar<Ung injuries.
--

and extent) •.

_ _ _____j

Statement from witnesses, if any, or other pertinent
information •
..

.

Date -------~- Signature ~------------

I
j

Title -----~----------------School ________,________________

L:...,. ,,,
Return to:

Director, Health Services, 409 West Genesee

Street, Syracuse, N.Y. 13202

J
FIGURE 1

REPORT FORM FOR ABUSED CHILDlB
a scattering of lacerations, which had been caused by knives
or.other sharp instruments.
Child abuse reports in the Syracuse school system
--------

were usually initiated by the nurse after referral to her
office.

However, other school personnel were actively in-

volved by making the reports directly to the authorities.
18 rbid. p. 107.

I
l
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Table 2 indicates the nature.of those persons involved in
reporting child abuse to the authorities.

During the period

of time from 1964-1968, the nurse reported forty-one cases
of.abuse; the principal reported sixteen cases; visiting
teachers reported seven cases; regular te.achers reported

J

eight cases; guidance counselors reported two cases; and the

I

school physician reported eight cases.

These figures clearly

indicate that reports were generally referred to the legal
authorities by first the nurse, and second the school
principal.
TABLE 1

1

CASE REPORTS BY YEAR AND AGE
SYRACUSE SCHOOL DISTRICT

j

1
I

Age

5
6
7
8
9

1

10
11
12
13
14
Total

19

19641965

19651966

19661967.

1967·1968

Total

3
5
2
2
0
0
0
0
2
4

1
1
8
4
1
3
0
0
0

3
4
4
2
4
3
1
2
2
0

1
2
4
2
2
2
1
2
0
2

8
12
18
8
10
6
5
4
4
6

18

20

25

18

81

2

19 C. George. Murdock, M.D., "The Abused Child and the
School System," American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 60,
No. 1 (January, 1970), p. 108.
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TABLE 2
. REPORTERS 20

19641965

I

19651966

1966. 1967

19671968

Total

I

l
i

l
ll

Nurseteacher

6

8

16

11

41

Principal

6

6

4

0

16

Visiting
teacher

l

0

4

2

7

Teacher

3

3.

l

1

8

Guidance
counselor

l

0

0

1

2

School
physician

1

3

0

4

8

The Syracuse school system encountered several difficulties in the implementation of t.he program.

First,.

they indicate that fear of an individual in reporting a case

I

of child abuse can be alleviated tremendously if the problem

1

they have legal immunity from civil or criminal suit.

is properly presented to them with emphasis on the fact that

Second, .a reciprocity of cooperation is encouraged between
the school system and the investigating agency since information and relevant data on the child is necessary.

Accord-

ing to the Syracuse system of reporting child abuse, it was

25
successful for several reasons.

First, the entire school

district was made aware .of the problem of child abuse.
Second, the school district used a uniform reporting pro-

\l

cedure and a form that was easy to fill out.

1

Welfare Depart.ment which acted on the referrals; and

Third, a

copy was sent to the Children • s Division of the County

fourth, if.legal action was deemed necessary, the courts
were used for final adjudication.·
Another child abuse program which was considered
successful was started in Baltimore School District in
...
Maryland. This program was.based on the premise that
early intervention in identifying the abused child would
act as a fact.or in preventing injuries to children.
Child Abuse Program in Baltimore
Baltimore school officials cooperated actively with
the local .health, welfare, and law-enforcement agencies in
promoting the enactment legislation directed toward requiring child abuse reporting because of early involvement
of the schools; school personnel are included in the Maryland statute of those who are required to report child abuse.
In Maryland, the provisions and procedures for the implementation of the law were inserted in the official public
school manual and school personnel were provided with the
21
· t erpre t at1on.
·
nee d e d ·gu1·a ance ana 1n

21 David G. Gil, "What Schools Can Do About Child Abuse,"
American Education, Vol. 5 (April, 1969), p. 2.
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As ~ result of the continuous involvement, the whole
school system became sensitized to the phenomenon of.
child abuse, and.during the first year nearly one in
every four cases identified in Maryland was reported
by the schools.22
The experience of the Maryland program suggests that
the problem of the abused child is beginning to come to the

1

-------+j___________ .Eor~~ront of 2ublic attention.

With a comprehensive re-

por.ting program, a school system can be a tremendous asset
in eliminating the problem of child abuse.

Definitive

guidelines and the training of school personnel were the
salient points of the program for the intervention of the
abused. in the Wayne-Westland School District in Michigan.

1

Wayne-Westland School District -

!4ichiga~:_

"Specific school board policies and reporting procedures are absolutely necessary." 23 The Wayne-· Westland
School District in Michigan has an abuse reporting policy
that:

22

1.

Reminds school personnel of Michigan State .law
requiring any principal, teacher, counselor or
social worker (to) report all cases of suspected
child abuse on behalf of children under seventeen.

2.

Tells school employees how to recognize suspected child abuse and child neglect.

.
IbJ.d.

23David L, Martin, "The Growing Horror of Child Abuse
and the Undeniable Role of the Schools in Putting an End
to It," American School Board Journal (November, 19 73) ,
p. 53.

27
3~

I

---1

\

·outlines specific procedures for reporting,
notification of parents,· school administration,
local hospital; method of transporting child
to local hospital for exalllination; and specifics
about writing required reports.24
.

It is extremely important that school policies and·
administrative rules and regulations specify exactly what
school personnel should do with regard to suspected

abuse~

The Wayne-westland School District made it perfectly _clear
in recognizing that child abuse was a problem by setting
up policies and procedures for its school personneL.to
follow; referring to the mandatory state law requiring the
reporting of suspected child abuse and inservice school
per_sonnel in the identification of the abused.
The .child abuse programs in Syracuse, Baltimore,
and Michigan all had.co!lllllon factors which led .to their.
success.

First, school. personnel were made aware of the

child abuse problem.

Second. definitive guidelines were

set forth and followed; and third, _the knowledge that the
person who reports will be illllllune from civil and criminal·
prosecution.

A Montgomery County executive in Maryland

reco!lllllends that:

-----1

A school board policy should provide for i!lllllediate
reporting directly by the teachers to the responsible
agency simultaneously with. reporting to the teacher's
superior; that is, the poiicy shouid· not perlllit a
superio2 to keep a suspected case from being reported. 5
24

Ibid.

25 Ibid.
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Inservice for School Personnel
There is a lack of information in the literature
which deals with child abuse inservice ·training for school

I
I

l

------l
1

personnel.

In California, inservice training on the abused

comes from the Juvenile Probation Department, Proteqtive
-Services, or the Police Department upon request by the
26
.
. .
sch oo 1 d ~str~cts.
Schoo 1 personne 1 may not b e aware o f
the magnitude of child abuse, and therefore, not request
inservice training for their staffs.

If a school district

does.not carry out its function of reporting suspected child
abuse cases pursuant to Section 11161.5 of the California
Penal Code, then the district attorney can enforce Section
11162.,0 of the Penal Code \tlhich .states that:

1

Any person, firm or corporation violating any proof this article is guilty of a misdemeanor and
is punishable by imprisonment in the county jail, not
exceeding six months or by a fine not exceeding five
hundred doll<>rs ($500) or by both. Statute 1953,
Chapter 34.2/ ·
·

vis~on

School authorities could help in dealing with the
problem of child abuse if they took the "first step of
necessity; that being self-education.

Teachers should be

helped to understand the cultural, social and personality
forces that may interact to bring about parents' violent
26 rnterview with Stella M. Robellar, Juvenile Probation Office, County of Santa Clara, December, 1974.
27
california Penal Code Section 11162.0 Violation:
Penalty.

29
physical attacks against their children." 28 The literature
suggests that a problem exists at the teacher level.

It

may be that school personnel are not being trained in iden-

1I.

tifying the abused child.

1

districts are not formulating policies and administrative
rules and regulations for school personnel to follow. 2 9

l

1

------~

I
1

It is also possible that school

In the county of Santa Clara, ·california, the
Juvenile Probation officers help to inservice the schools ·

l

within the parameters of their

I

service training must be requested by the school district

jurisdiction~

however, in-

in order for the Juvenile Probation Office to respond.

j

According to the Juvenile Probation Office, they have re-

\.

ceived only four requests from all of the county schools

l

·for inservice training during the 1974-1975 school year. 30

1
I

It seems inconsistent that the only known inservicing child

1

abuse agency in Santa Clara County, the Juvenile Probation
Office, would have only four school inservice requests for
the present school year in light of-California's mandatory
reporting law.

School personnel need to be inserviced in

order to identify the abused or neglected child.

1

-------1

According to Vincent DeFrancis, Director, Children's
Division, The American Humane Society, .the contribution

28oavid G. Gil, "What Schools Can Do About Child Abuse,"
American Education, Vol. 5 {April, 1969), p. 2.
29Ibid.
30 Interview with Stella M. Robellar, Juvenile Probation Office, County of Santa Clara, December, 1974.

1

j

·
1
j

1
1_.·\
l

----1.

1
_··.

1

l

·

which schools make toward better child protection lies
(in two broad areas. The first, and most-important of
these is to help in early identification of children
. with problems.
ll.nother reason why schools are not
realizing their full potential for early case finding
is that the classroom teacher is not aware of, arid
perhaps not alert to, the signs and symptoms of neglect •.
Special emphasis should be placed on helping teachers
toward earlier recognition of these problems in children and to equip them with knowledge about community
resources so that children may be helped at the ·
-~~>~c--c-·'"'e"'a....,r_.,l~i,..e"'s"t-__:ROSsible moment.
Such. training for teachers
·may be provided· J.n tneir undergradu·ate----or-gradua--te-----~schooling or through special inservice. training.31
Some of the areas that should be covered in a
thorough inservice training of teachers are spelled out by
the American Humane Association which includes the
following:

j

Behavior

j

1.

Is the child aggressive, disruptive, destructive'?
Such a child may be acting out of need to secure
attention. He may be shouting for help. Hi.s
behavior may reflect hostile or emotionally destructive climate at home, or. he may be imitating destructive parental behavior~

2.

Is the child shy, withdrawn, passive, or overly
compliant? This child may be as emotionally
damaged as the aggressive child. He has internalized his problem; his ·cry for help is ·a ·
whisper instead of a shout. He may be inattentive; he may daydream; he niay be out of touch
with reality.

3.

Is the child an habitual truant; chronically
late or tardy? Is_he frequently absent for
flimsy reasons and lame excuses? This behavior
points to problems of adjustment; problems at
home, in school, within the child, or in combination.
·

I

3lvincent DeFrancis, Communitv Coo eration for Better
Child Protection, Children s lVlSlon, T e Amer1can umane
Association (Denver, Colorado,, Hay 24, 1959), p. 14.

3!

4.

J

I

1

Does the child come to schoc;>l much too early?
Does he loiter and hang around after school
is dismissed? This child may pe seeking to
escape from home; he may lack normal satisfactions at home. On the other hand, he may
be "pushed out" in the morning and has no
place to go after school because there is no
one to supervise or .care for him.

· Child

1

s 'Appearance

-------ij _________l_._;:a~~:~~-~-ii~-~~=d~i~:~;~~-~~=~e!a!~~r;~=or

----- ---1

unwashed? Is the child not clean; is he
unbathed? Do other children refuse to sit ·
next to him· because he smells? These_ are all
signs of physical neglect, a condition not
related to poverty. It reflects a _breakdown in household management and in concern
for the child.

I

l

.
l

2. ·. Is the child undernourished? Is he coming to
school without breakfast; does he go w~thout
lunch? Again,. this· is often a problem unrelated to poverty.
·
1

3.

Is the child always tired? Does he sleep in
class? Is he lethargic or· listless? Such
conditions are symptomatic of parental failure
to regulate the child's routines,_ or of family
- problems which liisrupt family routines.

4._ Is the child in need of medical attention?
Does he need glasses or dental work?

s.

___ j

Does the child bearbruises, welts and
contusions? Is he injured frequently? Does
he complain of beatings or other maltreatment? Is there reason to suspect physical or
sexual abuse?

Parental Attitudes
1.

Are the parents aggressive or abusive when
approached about problems concerning their
child?

2.

Are they apathetic or unresponsive?

32

3.

Do the parents show little concern about the
child? Do they f~~l to .show interest in
what he is doing.
.
Summary

j
i

The literature on child abuse as it relates to the
responsibility of the school has been reviewed in this

____ j ______..h.ap_ter_,_gpecific-areas-covexed-we-:t"e-laws-:t"eJ.a--&-in~--te-ehi-ld.--- - - --j'

abuse; school policies, administrative rules and regula-

j

l

tions; the Syracuse, Baltimore, and Hichigan abuse programs;
and inservice training.
The literature cites a·lack of adequate direction
in the terms of school district board policies,
istrative rules and regulations.

a~d

admin-

Inservice training for

school personnel was clearly sparse and whenever cited in
the literature, it was a f11nction of a social agency qther•
than the school.

32

The American Humane Association, Children's Division.
Guidelines For Schools (Denver, Colorado), 1971.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY
School .districts are not adequately dealing w.ith child
abuse ill1::.ne

st:atecrrca-rifornia-.-The-l-:ict-el.'a-tu.J:"e--pJ:"evi.~-.__----'-----

ously cited suggests that the reasons for school districts'
inadequate response to suspected child abuse are twofold:
First, adequate direction in terms of school district board
poli.cies and administrative rules and regulations are
lacking; and second, school personnel have not received
1

adequate training in identifying the abused child.

The

purpose of this study was to develop a model that will

I

provide more adequate procedures for dealing with child
abuse cases in school districts.

The model_ will include

board policies, administrative rules and regulations, and
recommendations for inservice training of school personnel.
The procedures employed in conducting this study
are presented in detail in this chapter.

A review of the

literature was made to determine what had been written
about child abuse in relation to the school.

The role of

the school was discussed in relation to the law and to the
need for reporting systems, and inservice training of
personnel.

The literature revealed that California has

mandatory legislation requiring school personnel to report
suspected child abuse to the legal authorities; specifically
33.

. 34

both the local police authority having jurisdiction and to
the juvenile probation department by telephone and in writing·
within 36 hours after identifying the suspected abuse; or
J

in the alternative either the county·welfare Department or

1,

the county Health Department. 1 It was also noted that fail-

1

ure to comply with Section 11161.5 of the Penal Code" carries

---···====-=--\1--------,a-pena-lty-cl-ause-fo·r-fcd-lure-to repore-.-Tliere was . a dearth
j·,

.

j

of information in the literature regarding child abuse and
the school.

Information regarding the schools' role in

child abuse was essentially negative, in that the literature
generally purported what the school should be doing, rather

I

than what the schools are doing.
Purpose of the Procedure

J

The purposes of the procedures discussed in this
chapter were:
1.

To locate scho.ol districts in the state of
California with exemplary child abuse intervention programs in order to study their procedures with the intent of applying promising
componert:s in a working model.

2.

To. locate school districts in the state of
California that have specific child abuse
policies, administrative rules and regulations.

lstate of California, Senate Bill 1506, Legislative
Counsel's Digest, Amendment to Section 11161.5, Penal Code,
relat~ng to minors (January 8, 1975).
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3.

To locate school districtsin the state of
California that have access to child abuse ·
inservice training for school personnel.

1

4.

To locate school districts that have a: large

1

number of child abuse referrals to the Justice

II

Department, Juvenile Probation Office, .Pro-

--l

tective Services or other official reporting
agencies.

The purpose of this search was to

find·school districts that have a high awareness
of child abuse reporting, but do not·necessarily
have written policies, administrative rules and
regulations, .and visable in service programs.

j

The intent of the study was to review these

I

unwritten school district procedures. and to
identify desirable components which may be
applied toward the development of a working
model.
Pro·cedure ·of the study
The state of California has applied for federal
funds to help in the treatment of the abused child.
of this writing, funding has not been granted.

As

Two key

health department officials were contacted to serve as experts in the field of child abuse.

They were Ms. Lucille

Hood, Chief of the Family and Children's Service Unit and

Mr. Verner Felker, Foster Care Consultant; both with extensive experience in child abuse cases,

The purpose for
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selecting people from the State Department of Health was
to seek their assistance in locating.exemplary school

district child abuse intervention programs within California.
Although they were unable toidentify exemplary programs

I
---·---1

.from data available to their office, they made the following recommendations:

1.

Contact as many county Offices of Education as
possible and seek their assistance in identi-

j

fying school districts with exemplary child

j

abuse intervention programs •
...

2.

Contact Protective Services Organizations for
assistance.

3. ·Generate additional resource people by contacting the County Office of Education, Protective Services and Juveni],e P:tobati.on Department
and the Justice Department.2
Addit.ional investigation supported that making these
contacts would be an appropriate way to identify exemplary
programs.

A letter of inquiry was sent to all County

Superintendents in the State of California asking for their
assistance in locating school districts in their respective
counties that have exemplary child abuse intervention programs.

A copy of the letter can be found in Appendix B.
2

Interview with Ms. Lucille L.
Family and ChilGlren's Services Unit;
Health and Mr. Verner Felker, Foster
State Department of Health (December

Hood, Chief of the
State Department of
Care Consultant,
18, 1974).
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Santa Clara County Protective Services was contacted by
telephone on February 26·, 1975, and Mr. B.ruce Holt,
Director, was interviewed.

Questions asked of l4r. Holt were

directed toward locating school districts with exemplary

1I
1i

··-,

I

·child abuse intervention programs within that county as
well as statewide.

After talking with Mr. Holt, i t was

decided that additional contacts with other Protective
Services·would not be necessary because records of sta-·
tistical referrals denoting specific school districts are
not kept.
A personal interview.with Ms. Stella Robellar,

1
j

Juvenile Probation Officer, Santa Clara County, was held
on January 10, 1975.

The interview contained. the follow-

ing questions:
1.

Do you know of any school district in the state
of California that has a child abuse intervention program including board policies, administrative rules and regulations, and inservice
training programs for school personnel?

2.

It is known that the Juvenile Probation Department conducts inservice training for school
districts in Santa Clara County.

Do you know

of any other agency who conducts inservice training for school districts in San·ta Clara County?
Does any official body mandate that you conduct" inservice, or are these training sessions
conducted at the request of school districts?
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A letter of inquiry was mailed to the.Department of
Justice, Mr. Ross Rich, CID Specialist II, Special Services
Section of the Bureau of Identification, State Department,
requesting information with regard to child abuse programs
.that had a large number of referrals to the Bureau.

The

.purpose of identifying school districts by means of statistical child abuse referrals was to do a follow-up interview with personnel from those districts in order to find ·
out why their level of awareness appeared to be higher than
other districts.
in Appendix. B. 3

The letter to Mr. Rich can be located

In addition to the above contacts, letters· of
inquiry were sent to a large number of additional
people.

ke~{

Also, contacted in person at a statewide Child

Abuse and Neglect Conference held at Bakersfield, California on January 30, 1975, were knowledgeable physicians,
social workers, and educators who represented the most
prominent authorities of child abuse and neglect in the
state of California.
Summary.
The procedures used to gather evidence of existing
school district child abuse intervention programs have been

3Letter of inquiry to Mr. Ross Rich, CID Specialist
II, Special Services Section of the Bureau of Identification,
State Department, California· (January 10, 1975).
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presented in this chapter.

It was noted that_ exist;ing

district child abuse intervention programs may not be
specifically spelled out in writing, and therefore, the
researcher gleaned these data through interviews for application toward the model.
These spe.cific procedures included:

-----l

1.

An indepth review of the related literature.

2.

Selecting two members of the State Department of
Health to aid the re.searcher with their expertise.

3.

Contacting all County Offices of Education in
the state of California through written inquiry.

l

4.

j

5.

Contacting Protective Services and the Juvenile
Probation Office in Santa Clara County.

j

Contacting the Justice Department of the state
of California.

6.

Contacting the additional resource people
identified by the above.

The primary purpose of the procedures was to locate
existing exemplary school district child abuse intervention
programs.
· Chapter IV.

The results of these procedures are reported in
The model is presented in Chapter V.

I
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

l

j·

1

------"s--'e'-'n~d~J.=·n~g

____]+-

---~

The findings of the investigation were gathered by
a letter of

inquiry_to_e'l/'er¥-Count;y-Supe-~~nt.enE!en-t

in the state of California, and by personal interviews with
knowledgeable people in the area of child abuse.
chapter is organized into six sections:

The

(1) Responses from

Count:y Superintendents, (2) Data from school programs which
have exemplary components, (3) Data from non-school or
governmental agencies which play an important role in child
abuse prevei.ttion#' (4) Data from

i~lteJ:.--viev.;s,

(Sj Other pro-

grams which have been identified through literature, (6) Summary.

A cross section of the entire_state of California was

represented in the study based on size and geography.
Response from County Superintendents
A letter of inquiry was sent to all fifty-eight
County Superintendents in the state of California ·asking for
their assistance in locating school districtswithin their
county that have exemplary child abuse 'interventi·on programs.
A copy of the letter can be found in Appendix B.

Thirty-three

counties replied to the letter yielding a fifty-seven percent
return.

Counties replying to the letter of inquiry were:

Alameda, Amador, Butte, Calaveras, Contra Costa, El Dorado,
40

4:1

Fresno, Glenn, Humboldt, .Kern, Lake, Los Angeles,

Merced~

Modoc, Napa, Nevada, Orange; Placer, Plumas, Riverside, San
Bernardino, San Francisco, San Joaquin, Sart Mateo, Santa
Clara, Santa Cruz, Siskiyou, Sonoma, Stanislaus, Tehama,
Tulare, Tuolume, and Yuba.
J_

j

the thirty-three counties indicated that he knew of no

-------~-l_---------~s~cnool--ais~rict wr~nin
J

Each of the Superintendents in

nis county that had an exemplary child

abuse program which included either district board policies,
administrative rules and regulations, or inservice·programs.
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties each responded with a
copy of 'their respective procedures which included salient
child abuse program components and are presented in this
chapter.

Ten county offices suggested additional resource

people to contact who might have knowledge of school districts that have exemplary child abuse programs.

All of

these sources which ·included, people from schools, county
offices, protective services were contacted..

Eighty per-

cent of these replied, and all but two reported that they
did. not have additional information.

It was recommend.ed that

the Oakland Unified School District and Oakland Children's
Center and Preschool along with Hayward Unified School District be contacted because they had procedures for dealing
with child abuse.
Riverside County
The

Rive~side

County Superintendent of Schools re-

ported that his office sends a child abuse procedural

-·-
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I

document to all the schools_ in the county entitled Corporal
Punishrnent~-cruelty

to Children.

This document contains a

•

copy of the Penal Code 11161.5, Reports of Child Cruelty.
The following is a salient portion of the document.
Copies of all written reports received by the local
police authority shall be forwarded to the State Bureau
of Criminal Identification and Investigation. If. the
reports of the Bureau of Criminal Identification ahd
-----'•i_--------::I n::v:-:e:-:s~tf~=·gation· maintained purs_uan:t_to_Section---l.lJ.O-,--·----'1
2
reveal
any reports of suspected infliction of physical
injury upon. the same minor or upon any other minor
in the same family by other than -accidental means,
I
or. if the records rev.eal any arrest or conviction in
other localities for a violation of Section 273a inflicted upon the same minor or any other minor in the· .. ··
same family, or if the records reveal any other per- · ·
tinept information with repectto the same minor or
any other minor in the saine family, the local reporting
agency and the local Juvenile Probation Department
shall be immediately notified ·of the fact.
_ _ 11

Reports and other pertinent information received
from the Bureau shall be made available to: any
licensed physician and surgeon, dentist, resident,
intern, chiropractor, or religious ·practitioner •rith
regard to his patient or client; any director of a
County Welfare Department, School Superintendent, or
school principal having direct interest in the welfare
of aminor; and any probation department, Juvenile
Probation Departmlnt, or agency offering child protect± ve services.
·
..
Riverside County also specifies the procedure that
school personnel should take in child abuse intervention:
l.

When it comes to the attention of school

person~

nel that a student has sustained a physical
injury or injuries inflicted on him by other than
1
office of Riverside County Superintendent of Schools,
Division of Special Services and Special Schools, Corporal
Punishment--Cruelty to Children, Riverside County, California.
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accidental means, the principal should be
immediately notified.
2.

The principal, upon verifying .such. injury or

'

injuries, should notify the appropriate law

1

enforcement agency and the Child Protective

\.

Services/Department of Welfare by telephone.

jl
------+_________ ,J.--'l'he-te-lephene-l!'eper-t-shou-ld~be~fo-1-l:owed-up
by a written report. 2

It is recommended in the Riverside model that the
report of suspected child abuse include specific statements
with regard to the nature of ·the injury and any statements.
made by the student about the injury.

The Riverside model

also includes the telephone numbers for district offices

l
!j

of the Department of Public Welfare-Riverside County.

-j

used in Riverside County schools is presented on the following page: 3

The Mistreabnent of Minor Report currently being

3 Riverside County School.s, Mistreatment· of .Minor.
Report, Pursuant to Penal Code Section 11161.5, R~vers~de,
California.
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Original:

Law Enforcement
, Agency
Copy: Child Protective Services
Department of Welfare
Copy: District File
Co
School File
Section 11161.5 requires that this report shall be filed with~n 36 hours
of observ·ation of the injuries to a minor "12 years ·Of age or under."

MISTREATMENT OF MINOR REPORT
(Pursuant to Penal Code Section 11161.5)

TO:

LAW· ENFORCEr-lENT AGENCY

Date of Report

Address

1
I

·-J

Name of Minor

Birthdate

Age

Sex

Address

l
1

Telephone

Parent or Guardian

Bus~ness

School

Address

Business Telephone

Address
. Grade

Teacher

Tne above named m~nor appears to have had phys~cal injury or injuries
inflicted upon him/her by other than accidental means •. The observed
injury is as follows:
(indicate type and extent)

How

d~d

minor explain injury?
h~story

Is there a

of s~miiar inJuries?

This observation was reported by telephone to the following:.
TO:

.

.

.

LAW ENFORCE!1ENT AGENCY/OFFICER

Date

T=e

D~v~s~on

TO:

WELFARE DIVISION:

· Name of Person contacted

Child Protective Services/Department of Welfare
Date

T~me

Signature of Employee Making Report
Pr~nt

or type name and

School District
Address

pos~tion

Telephone
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Nothing was mentioned in the Riverside County child
abuse intervention model regarding inservice training for
school personnel; nor were there recommendations regarding
local board policy.
s·an Bernardino County Prog·ram
-------'!--~------__...S,.a.,.n,.____.B,.e"'"'r..._..n.,.a""rdino

County recommends SfJecific {lrocedur_e_a___ _

for schools to follow regarding child abuse cases.

The fol-

lowing procedures are set forth in cases of suspected child
abuse in order to comply with ·the Penal Code Section 11161.5:
It is mandatory that any supervisor of child welfare.and
·attendance (attendance counselor), certificated pupil personnel employee, or any principal, report cases of possible
child abuse· ~.-lhich are brought to his attention.

must be made both by telephone and in writing.

The reports

They are to

be made to the appropriate law enforcement agency and welfare·
personnel in the district or in the community.

These specific

instructions are part of the procedures recommended by the
San Bernardino School District:
1.) San Bernardino City Policy Department: phone
383-5011. Ask for the desk sergeant. When he
responds, indicate that you are making a.verbal
report of a possible child abuse case as requi;r:ed
by Penal Code Section 1116L5. You should .give,·
if known, the name of the minor, his whereabouts,
and the character and extent of the injuries.
2.) San Bernardino County Sheriff's Office: Phone
383 2511. Ask for the Juvenile Division of the
Sheriff's Office, Then ask to speak to Captain
Monte Davis. If he is not available, ask for any
other officer who may be available in the office.
In the rare event that no officer is present, the.
message may be given to the. receptionist. The
explanation should be the same as described above.
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3.) San Bernardino County Wel'fare Department; Phone
383-1227, 1123 or l523. These are the numbers
of Protective services wo.rkers. In the event
none of them is in, make your verpal report to
the unit clerk ·at 383-1522.4

Written reports should be made to both the law enforcement agencies and the Protective Services Section of the

1

-~~--+~~~~'

County Welfare Department.

All written reports that fall

wreliln the jurisdiction of the City Police Department should
be addressed to the Juvenile Bureau, San Bernardino City
Police Department.

Written reports that are within county

jurisdiction should be addressed to the sheriff.

A standard

form is used for the reporting of suspected child abuse.
This form is called the. San Bernardino County Juvenile Application for Petition and Family Eistory.

It is used by the

County ·welfare Department and Juvenile authorities;
A copy of this Juvenile Application for Petition is
located on the following page:S

4san Bernardino City Unified School District, InterOffice Communication, Procedures to be Followed in Cases of
Possible Child Abuse (P.C. 11161.5), January 23, 1975,
revised. San Bernardino, California.
5 san Bernardino county, Juvenile Application for,
Petition and Family History, San Bernardino County, California.
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San Bernardino County
JUvenile Application for Petition
and
Family History

1
1

-1

I

119'eney
Aqency File -------Date of Report ---'--

Addr~e~s~s~------------------

Name

Informant.__________________~
Address ________________________

City

City__~-------------

Birt-~h~d~a~t~e~---------------,Birthplace ________~-n~~~

Aqe
Sex
Race
V1Ct1rn~------------Hair
Eyes
Address _______________
Height
Weig;-h""'t--------City____________~
School
· Grade
_..==~--------=----~==~=="f(i'Ii'-r-m-ore-than-one-victim.,--cl-ist-be~ow~-----~
on a' separate ·sheet.").
Phone.--:---- Offense
c ir c 1 e "o"'n""'e-,---,6"'0"'o"'a,-..,6,.,0'"'o"'b,-..,6,.,0'"'0'"'c=601
602
W. &"IC
Mother
Phone
Location====--------m:r-=:Addres~s------------------~
---------Date of Offense
T1rne
Step Parent
Phone
Arrested At
---------·
------Address
..
Arrested By_ _'-:~=-Aqency ______
Divorce Custody w/ _____.;_V.erified__
· -~Date _ _ _ _ _ _Time._ _ _ _ __
Mcmor Resides. w;______________
If not parent,
DETAINED: Home
.Juv. Hall_ __
Relative in Co. or State_________
Glen Helen_____
Address ______~------=
Other ----------City
PbnnP
(Man~d~a~t~o"'ry~~1~f~p~a~r=e~n~t=s•*~w~h~e~~~~-=u~t~s~-- Parents, Gu.ardian, or. Other
unknown or if they live out of state) Notified Per W & IC627
No.
Name/Person Advised __________
Date-Time
By_____________
----------~By__________~--~-

Father·

Addres~s=--~----------~

==============:=:=:=:==:==

I

STATEMENT OF FACTS (Do Not merely refer to other reports accompanying
Application)

Do you recommend minor's detention in Juvenile Hall pending court.
hearing? Yes
No
Check reason per W & Inc~6~2~8-( )· Immediate and urgent necessity for protection of minor.
( ) Immediate and urgeri.t necessity for protection of person. or
property of another.
( ) 14inor has violated an order of Juvenile Court. .
( ) Minor is likely to flee jurisdiction of Juvenile Court.
I herby request the Probation Officer to file a Juvenile Court Petition
in behalf of the above-named minor. I hereby certify that the facts
contained herein are true to best of my knowledge; I will testify to
these facts in court if required.
S1gnature

Title
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Data from School Programs Hhich
Have Exemplary Components
Oakland Unified School District
Oakland Unified School District has developed a
set of procedures for schools to follow regarding suspected child abuse which stipulates that the school prin-

--~

e~pa~-or-his-designate-b-e-re-spon-s-iole-for

reporEing.

~l:lis

regulation requires the burden of responsibility to be
placed on the principal who is then held accountable by
his superordinates for seeing that suspected child abuse
cases are reported to_ the authorities in compliance with
the Penal Code.
Reporting Suspected Abuse of Minors
·Procedure
I.

Any school employee who observes or receives
information of injurieswhich appear to have_
been inflicte'd upon a minor by- other than
accidental means shall report this knowledge
or information to the school principal or
his designated representative.

II.

The principal or his designated representative should call upon those persons whose
assistance can expedite this procedure and
serve as witness (i.e., school nurse and/or
other appropriate school personnel).

III.

The principal or his designated representative shall report cases of suspected child
abuse by telephone and written report within thirty-six (36) hours to the Oakland
Police Department, Youth Services Division,
455-7th Street, Oakland, telephone 273-3641;
and to the Alameda County Welfare Department, Child Protective Services Divi·sion,
4oo Broadway, Oakland, whose telephone is
874-6267. The ·report shall state, if known,
name of the minor, his whereabouts and the
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character and extent of the injuries.
(See attached report form.)
IV.

a.

The principal or designated representative shall report to Regional
Superintendent's Office by telephone
and written report.

b.

A telephone report shall be made to
the Superintendent's Office (OPS)

. ·c.

v.
VI.

A copy of the report shall. be· sent to
the-Heaith-serv:tces-ef:fi-ce-(-eP·s-)

Document facts and observations in the
written report. as Juvenile Court testimony
as a witness may be necessary.
DO NOT DISCUSS the situation with anyone
other than the appropriate represent.atives
of the School-, Welfare, Probation or Police
Departments.6

A subsequent child abuse reporting. form can be
found on page 52 of this chapter.
Oakland Public SchoolsOffice of Children's Centers and Preschool
. The Oakland Children '·s Centers and Preschool puts
the responsibility of identifying suspected child abuse on
all of the employees, yet places the Head Teacher or his
designate as the person to whom the employees report.

The

Head Teacher is then held accountable by his superordinates
to carry out the reporting process to the legal authorities.
The procedures for reporting suspected child abuse are:
I.

Any Children's Center employee who observes or

6oakland Unified School District, Pupil Personnel
Development, Hea!th Services, Reporting Suspected Abuse of
.Minors (Procedure), Oakland, California.
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receives information·of injuries which appear to
have been inflicted upon a minor by other than
accidental means shall report .this knowledge or
information to the.Head Teacher or his/her
designated representative.

l

II.

j

!

The Head Teacher or designated representative
shall call upon those persons whose assistance
can expedite this procedure and serve as witness
(i.e., program nurse and/or other appropriate
school personnel).
Head Teacher or designated representative
shall report"cases of suspected child abuse by·
telephone and .written report within thirty-six
(36) hours to the Oakland Police Department,
Youth Services Division, 455 7th St.', Oakland,
telephone 273-3641, and to the Alameda County
Welfare Department, Child Protective Services
Division, 400. Broadway, Oakland, telephone
874-6267. The repo;r:t shall state, if known,
name of the minor, his whereabouts and the
character and extent of the injuries. ·

Ill--;~ne

IV,

The Head Teacher or designated representative
shall report to the Director of the Office of
Children's Centers & Preschool Programs by
.telephone and written report. The Office of
Children's Centers & Preschool Programs shall
'report by telephone to Superintendent's Office,
Oakland Public Schools. A copy of the report
shall be sent to the Health Services Office
(OPS).

V.

Document facts and observations in the written
report as Juvenile Court testimony, as a witness, may be necessary.

VI.

DO NOT DISCUSS the situation with anyone other
than appropriate representatives of the 9enter,
Welfare, Probation or Police Department.

?oakland Public Schools, Office of Children's
Centers and Preschool Programs, Reporting Suspected Abuse
of Minors, Procedure, Oakland, California.
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The Oakland Public Schoois Office ofChildren's
Centers and Preschool Programs :requires a form.to be
filled out to report suspected child abuse in compliance
with Penal Code 11161.5.

I
j

1

I
j

.---~

following page: 8

A copy of the form is on the
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REPORT.OF .SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE

In

Compliance with Penal Code 11161.5
(To be reported within 36 hours)

1

j

CONFIDENTIAL
~o:

1.

I

j

Oakland Police Department Youth Services Division,
telephone 273-3641

2.• ~Alameda_county-Welfare-Department-Ch.i.ld-P-rotec.t,ive-Sel:'V-ices--·-· - Division, telephone 874-6267

-]

NAME OF

________~SEX____GRADE____

MINOR~----------------~BIRTHDATE.

ADDRESS _____________________

~----T.ELEPHONE

_____________________

CENTER~----------------~REGION__________CENTER

I
!

PARENT 1 S OR GUARDIAN 1 S NAME __~---'--------T.ELEPHONE
PARENT'S OR GUARDIAN'S ADDRESS _____________________________

1.

NATURE OF I N J U R Y _ · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2.

OBSERVATIONS OF INJURY
BY WHOM~------------------------------~----------TITLE,
_______________________~~~---------------DATE________________________
T ME _________________

i

l

TELEPHONE________

3.

STUDENT'S STATEMENT (if appropriate) use back if necessary

4.

REPORT TELEPHONED:

To whom._______________________~-------

Date__________________________

TIME~------------

S.

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INFORMATION (including current whereabouts
of child)

Distribution: Copies to:
1. Oakland Police Dept.
Youth Services Div.
-,
2. Alameda County Welfare
Dept.
Child Protective Serv. Div.
3. Director of Children's Centers
OPS-CC 2-275
SGS:MO bw 2/5/75

Reported by
Read Teacher·or
Designated Representative
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Hayward Unifie(j. School.District
Hayward Unified School District has initiated Policy
5149 and Procedure 5149, Reporting Suspected. Child Abuse
which acco,rding to Miss Joan M. Chambers, Administrative
Director of the Department of Pupil Services in the Hayward
Unified School District has."w.orked very well in the district
for

almo_s_t_tw_o_~ears_._"_Miss-Charnbexs-said-,

Prior to initiating the procedures, th~ school
district held meetings with representatives from law
enforcement agencies, probation, and welfare in order
to get their input and this prior involvement of them
paid off a great deal in the smooth manner in which
they have operated cooperatively when suspected child
abuse cases ha~e been brought to the attention of
school staffs.
·
Policy 5149 states that provision of the Penal
Code Section 11161.5 which is relevant to school employees.
Procedure 5149 encourages the employee who identifies
suspected child abuse to confer with the school principal.
The reporting form is specific in that distribution of the
report is made to (1) The Law Enforcement Agency, (2) Alameda
County Probation Department, (3) Alameda County Welfare
Department, (4) District Office, especially the Administrative
Director of Pupil Services, and (5) The School Principal.

9Letter from Hiss Joan M. Chambers, Administrative
Director, Department of Pupil Services, Hayward Unified
School District, Hayward, California, April 4, 1975.
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Welfare
5140

Procedure 5149
REPORTING .SUSPECTED CHILD :ABUSE

I,

-1
l

The law requires that any registered nurse, superintendent, supervisor of child welfare and attendance,
certificated pupil personnel employee, principal,
te.acher, or licensed day care worker shall, upon observation that a minor has physical injury or injuries
---~t=hat appear to have been inflicted UJ20n the minor by___.____
---

other than accidental

mea~s

by any person, report

such fact by telephone and in writing within 36 hours
to local police authority having jurisdiction and the
juvenile probation department and, as. appropriate, to
the county welfare department.
Said employee is encouraged to confer with the principal in the process o:t; reporting • ·
Said employee is to complete Form I-PP.-7, "Report of
Suspected Child Abuse," and forward copies to ·the
·appropriate law enforcement agency, the Alameda County
Probation Department, and to. the Alameda County Welfare
Department if the minor is a dependent child of the
court, and to the Hayward Unified.School District
Administrative Director of Pupil Services, and the
School Principal.
II.

The School Principal or his designated representative
may call upon those persons whose assistance can expedite this policy and procedure, (i.e., School Nurse
and/or Child Welfare and Attendance Consultant).

Procedure Approved:

6-25-73

Legal Reference:
· California Penal Code,
Section 11161.5; Welfare and Institutions
Code, Section 600
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Hayward Unified School District
Department of Pupil Services
REPORT OF SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE
In compliance with Penal Code 11161.5
(To be reported within 36 hours)
TO:

Law Enforcement Authority
· --Probation Department Dependency Services
· · County Welfare Department-as appropriate

DATE: __________________

NAME OF MINOR'--------------------'-----....:BIRTHDATE
. SEX.
GRADE.
ADDRESS
. TELEPHONE
8CHOOL__________________~DISTRICT____________.SCHOOL TELEPHONE ·~------PJ\RENT~S-OR-GUARDIAN-'S-NAME:;,;:;::=============='=======---
PARENT'S.OR GUARDIAN'S ADDRESS.~--~--------~------------~----------~--1. Nature of injury or injuries ____~-------------,.----

2.

Observations of injury (By Whom, Title, Date, Time>-.---.------

3.

Student's Statement (if appropriate) _________________

4.

Telephoned Report (To Whom, Date, T i m e ) _ , _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

·5.

Additional Comments or Information

---------------------------

S~gnature·

T~tle

~s~~~g~n~a~t~u~r~e~------------- "T~~•t~l~e~-----------

S~gnature
Title
Distribution:
White: Law Enforcement Agency
Hayward Police, 22738 Mission Blvd., Hayward, 94541, 581-1700

Green:

Pink:
Goldenrod:

Alameda County Probation Department
Dependency Services, 2200 Fairmont Dr., San Leandro, 94573,
351-0420
District Office
Administrative Director of Pupil Services
School Principal's Office confidential file

This form must be delivered to the law enforcement agency having police
jurisdiction and the Probation Department, Dependency Services, and, as
appropriate, to the County Welfare Department.
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Protective: Se'rvices

-~

J.uveni'le' P'rohation ·

Mr. Bruce Holt, Director of the Santa Clara County
Protective Services, was interviewed by telephone on
February 26, 1975.

He stated that it was not likely that

------1j_____~exemplacy_s_cho_ol_dis_tric_t_child_abus_e_interYention_programs----.

---1

could be identified through Protective Services in the state

;

since these data were usually not available to these offices.
However, Mr. Holt stated that Protective Services plays an

1

important role in child abuse consultation, especially when
a school district and Protective Services work closely

1
j

!

together.

Mr. Holt mentioned that some school districts

contract with the office of Protective. Services

~o

that a

staff member from that office can be directly at a school

l

site to help the staff with identification of suspected
child abuse.
The Santa Clara County Juvenile Probation Department was contacted and Ms. Stella Robellar was personally
interviewed on January 19, 1975.

Ms. Robellar said that

she was unable to identify any school districts in the
state of California that have exemplary child abuse intervention programs.

She was unaware of any school district

with specific child abuse policies and administrative rules
and regulations, and furthermore, doubted if any existed.
Ms. Robellar exJ?lained that her office was the only in..:.
servicing agency in Santa Clara County, and that she is,
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not mandated to condUct any child abuse inservice without
being invited by a school to do. so.

She also indicated

that she provides inservice for very few school personnel

j

each year.

1

·nepar:tment of:. Jtls:t:ice

1
------~~--------------------A~~l~e~t~t~e~r~·~o~f~i~nguiry
was mailed to the Department
of Justice, .Mr. Ross R;i.ch, CID Specialist II, Special
Services Section of the Bureau of Identification, State
Department, requesting information with regard to child
abuse programs that had a large number of referrals to the
Bureau.

I
j

Mr. Rich, in his letter of January 9, 1975, said

that "The Bureau of Identification does not have any contact with various California school districts concerning

child abuse, as they report directly to the local welfare
.
,10
an d 1 aw enforcement agenc~es. ·
As·was noted before, the
local protective services under the welfare department does
not have pertinent data relating to schools or school
districts, in addition, the Juvenile Probation Office as

Il

a local law enforcement agency, does not keep ptatistical
data under the category of those who refer child abuse
cases.

Therefore, this office was unable to provide direction

with regard to ••• data.

10 Letter of inquiry to Mr. Ross Rich, CID Specialist
II, Special Services Section of the Bureau of Identification, State Department, California, January 10, 1975.
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Data from Interviews
A statewide child abuse and negle'ct conference was
held in Bakersfield, California on January 30, 1975.

A

number of prominent physicians, social workers, and educators presented their views on child abuse.

However, when

-----+-----·the_r_es_ear_cher_bro_ached_the_ques_t_ion_o_f_exemJi!cl_ar_y_s_cho_o_l~-----child abuse programs, no one attending the conference could

__ ll.

answer in the affirmative.

--~

All letters of inquiry sent to people who were
identified as being_ concerned and/or responsible for child
abuse through research, resulted in a void in the area of
school district policies and administrative rules and regula-

\
l

tions, except for Oakland Unified School District and Hayward
Unified School District.

One of the most prominent author-

ities of child abuse in California is Ms. Adah Haurer,
Executive Director of End Violence Against the Next Generation, Inc.

A letter of inquiry was sent to her, which is

found in Appendix B.

On March 18, 1975, Ms. Maurer,

responded to the inquiry and said, "No school district in
California has worked out guidelines for reporting child
abuse.

My research into this is second only to your own." 11

1 1 Letter of inquiry to Ms. Adah Maurer, Executive
Director of End Violence Against the Next Generation, Inc.,
Berkeley, California.
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I
I

· Board of Education, City of New York
The Board of Education of the city of New York in

]

j

:•

a Special Circular, number 31, 1973-74, discussed the law
as it pertains to the state of New York.

All areas of the

reporting were similar to California except for the strict
Law of Implementation.

The Law of Implementation says:

Each principal or bureau head shall conduct educational programs for all staff members in order to
encourage the fullest degree of reporting of suspected
child abuse or maltreatment. This educational program
shall include staff responsibility for the identification and 2eporting of case.s of child abuse and maltreatment.1
.
The implementation component is important since
no program in California mandates inservice.

Summary
· The findings of the study indicate that child abuse
intervention programs in California schools are seriously
lacking.

Intervention programs including (1) school district

board policies; (2) administrative rules and regulations,
and (3) inservice training for school personnel appear nonexistent.

The findings of the study show that in most

cases protective services or the local police authority
·within the respective county acts as an inservicing agent to

12Board of Education of the City of New York, Special
Circular No. 31, 1973-74, Reports of Evidence of Child
Abuse and Maltreatment (Brooklyn, New York), October 26i 1973.

6G
the school, but only upon reque:;;t.

Findings of the study

:ohow that the school districts_ generally depend upon their
respective County Office:;; of Education to coordinate
su:opected child abu:oe reporting procedure:;;.

Oakland

Unified School Di:otrict and Hayward Unified School District
\

___ 1'-----~a,.,re_ good examples of genuine_ efforts to improve child. abuse
-

'

epor-t-ing-:r;noeeedu~e£-by-making-sur_e __tha±_ac_h_ool

:gersonnel

are aware of their responsibilities under the law.

Also,

both school districts have developed reporting forms for
district use •
... A working model of a child abuse intervention

f
1
1

program including school board policies, administrative
rules and regulations, and a plan for inservice training is
presented in Chapter Five.

A working model containing-

salient components will be presented which has been drawn
from a comprehensive review of the literature and the field.

1

I
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

I

j

SUMMARY
The Problem
'!School districts in the state of California are not
adequately dealing with the problems of child abuse and should
be doing a better job. ,;l ·The CaLifornia Penal Code is very
clear in spelling out that school personnel must report
suspected child abuse cases to the legal authorities, yet
some school districts do not report any cases of .child abuse
while others report a substantial number.

The literature

previously cited suggests that the reasons for school districts not responding to child abuse cases are due to a
lack of adequate direction in terms of school board policies,
administrative rules and regulations, and inservice
training. 2

1 Interview with Mr. Verner Felker, Foster Care Consultant, State Department of Health (December 18, 1974).
2 David L. Martin, "The Growing Horrors of Child Abuse
and the Undeniable Role of the Schools in Putting an End to
It," American School Board Journal (November, 1973).
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The Purpose
The purpose of this study was to develop a child

abuse_ intervention model which would include school board
policies, administrative rules and regulations, and recommended inservice procedures for the training of school
j

personnel.

1

- l.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of the study indicated that few school
districts in the state of California have written child
abuse policies, administr-ative rules and regulations, and

inservice training for school personnel.

Hayward Unified

School District and the Oakland Unified School District were·
the only school districts that were found to have written
statements specifying procedures.

It was found that pro-

cedural recommendations were sometimes available from the
county offices of education, but seldom were these procedures
implemented at the school district level.

Research indicates

that inservice training of school personnel in the area of
child abuse is generally at the discretion of the individual
school district and its support staff, and nowhere within
the state could it be found that inservice training was
mandatory.
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A Child Abuse Intervention Model
at the School Distn.ct Level
Oeobold B. Van Dalen emphasizes the importance of

I

education model building in order to bring together masses
of information for further study and investigation. 3

There-

fore, the child abuse intervention model is comprised"of

----+----'----'t.h.J:"ee-essen-to-i-a-l-eempenen·ts-brought-together-to-form-a-workin""gc---model that school districts in California can use.
·three component.s · illustrated in the model are:

The

{1) school

district policies, {2) administrative rules and regulations,
and {3) recommended inservice training for school personnel.
It is important that each_school district develop a
policy statement dealing with child abuse in order to

I

specifically set rules and regulations gu.idelines for implementation.

Stephen Knezevich states that a policy is a

general statement which:
••• describes the objective to be achieved. A
policy statement represents a guideline. Policy
making is the most important function assigned to
a governing board. Through policies the board
expresses and maintains control. Consistency of
behavior and ability to anticipate another's action
are impo"rtant for any group of people who must work
together in a.complex institution. Policies help
to create this pattern of behavior. A policy
statement is phrased usually in terms broad enough
to include all issues likely to be involved, but
at the same time specific enough to apply to a

3neobold B. Van Dalen, Understanding Educational
Research: An Introduction (New York: McGraw Hill Book
Company, 1973), p. 454.
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"

particular situation. For this reasori policies
become useful as a framework for decisions related
to specific requests. ·A pol;icy statement may be
SJ?ec;ific or broad, cover one or many dimensions of
an issue, or simply define limits to be observed in
reaching a decision on a given· matter·. 4
Inquiry throughout the state of California indicated
that even though reporting suspected child abuse by

s~hool

personnel is mandatory, individual school districts are not
-----------------

specifically providing direction to personnel through administrative rules and regulations.

Knezevich indicates that

administrative rules and regulations are extremely important
and says:

1

j

Rules and regulations grow out of policies and
that rules and regulations attempt to specify a
precise course of action which is consistent with
a broad framework of policy. A policy does not
stipulate how objectives are to be accomplished;
it poi,nts the general dir.ection. Specific directions on school operation, such as how, by whom,
where,. and when, are rules and regulations.5
It can clearly be seen that a generar policy statement and administrative rules and regulations are important
components in a child abuse intervention model.

The policy

statement by the board involves the entire school district
in the problem of child abuse.

The administrative rules and

regulations specifically designate who is responsible.

An

effective organization cannot operate successfully without

4stephen J. Knezevich, Administration of Public
Education, Harper and Row Publishers (New York, Evanton,
and London, 1962), p. 217.
sibid.
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them.

----1

Inservice training of school personnel is· another

important component in the formation of the child abuse
intervention model.

For policy and/or rules and regulations

to have·an impact, personnel must be informed.

In order that

all school personnel be familiar with procedural aspects of
identification and reporting, ·a child abuse interventlon
mode'l~rs-very-importa-nt-.-Thi-s-requi-res--toha-t~se-heel-aami-nc'"-~-----

istrators and school boards work closely together to develop
policies, administrative rules and regulations, and inservice
training for school personnel.
The Model
As stated previously, the purpose of this study is

1

to develop a model which will provide more adequate procedures for dealing with child abuse cases in school districts

1

in California which will ultimately help to reduce the number
of battered children.
components:

The model includes three salient

(1) recommendations for school policies,

(2) recommendations for administrative rules and regulations,
and (3) recommendations for inservice training of school
personnel.
Child Abuse - Recommended
Board Policy
The following recommended school board policy is
drawn primarily from the Hayward Unified School District
Policy and legal references.

Additional input has been

derived from both the literature and practitioners in the field.
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Part· I.· California State law requires that any
registered nurse, superintendent, supervisor of child welfare
and attendance, certificated pupil.personnel employee,
principal, teacher, or licensed day care worker shall, upon

I
j

observation that a minor has physical injury or injuries
that appear to have been inflicted upon the minor by other
than accidental means by any person, report such fact

ovy~-------------

telephone and in writing within 36 hours to the local·police
authority having a jurisdiction, and the juvenile probation
department, and the county welfare department if the minor
.is a dep~ndent child of the court.

1

j

1

Rationale.

This portion of the recommended school

board policy specifies that school personnel must report
suspected child abuse cases to the legal authorities under.
Section 11161.5 of the California Penal Code.

It is es-

pecially important that school boards specify who must
report suspected child abuse cases in the administrative
rules and regulations since the California Penal Code would
not be easily accessible.
·Part II.

Failure to report suspected child abuse by

school personnel can be investigated by the District
Attorney's office, and if there is a willful violation of
the law, prosecution can be exercised pursuant to Section
11162.0 of the California Penal Code.
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l

Ra·tion:e~le.

------1

the~t

to know
legal

It is

importe~nt

for school per.sonnel

failure to report suspected child
is

e~uthorities

e~ misdemee~nor,

e~buse

to the

and upon conviction could

bring a fine of $500, or six months ih jail or

e~

combination

of both.
Part III.

No person

incur

she~ll

criminal liability as a result of

me~king

e~ny

civil -=-:::___
or _ _

any report of

suspected child abuse to the legal authorities.
School personnel must b·e·:informed that

Re~tione~le.

.they

e~refree

from civil and

suspected child

crimine~l

lie~bility

for reporting

This reference to the law makes it

e~buse.

j

easier for school personnel to become involved in the re-

I

porting process.

l

Part IV.

All school personnel named.in Section

11161.5 of the California Penal Code shall attend inservice
training

rege~rding

the

e~bused

ginning September, 1975.

child

ee~ch

sch0ol year be-

Failure to meet inservice require-

ments specified in the administrative rules and regulations
will

e~utomatically

freeze the individual's

se~lary

to that

of the current year.
Rationale.

"The

lege~l

responsibility to report child

abuse implies the ability to recognize it. u6

Mandated

6Robert W. ten Bensel, M.D., The Battered Child
Syndrome, Medcom, 1971, p. 3 .•
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inservice training is not provided for in the Penal Code
or Education Code.

It is recommended by the researcher

that it be mandatory with the penalty clause specified above.
The problems of child abuse are important enough to require
that all personnel named in Section 11161.5 of the California
Penal Code attend child abuse education training yearly.
Child Abuse ~ Administrative
Rules and Regulations
The following administrative rules and regulations
are recommended by the researcher and are obtained.from the
literature and from practitioners in the field.
Part I.

When any member of the school district

covered in Section 11161.5 of the California Penal Code
suspects that a child is being physically abused, he shall
report this

su~picion

to the school principal immediately.

The principal of the school shall investigate the facts of
the suspicion.

If the principal feels that the suspicion

is justified, he must report such facts by telephone and
in writing within 36 hours to the local police authority.
The principal will issue a statement of disposition to the
reporting teacher or other school employee within two days
after the report to him.
Rationale.

It is important that one key person be

designated in a school to report to the legal authorities all
cases of suspected child abuse.

The researcher recommends

that the principal assume this responsibility.

All cases of
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suspected child abuse would be under the security of the
principal, and he would be aware of any repeated abuse of
the same child or abuse of siblings •.
Part II.

If the reporting person does not agree with

the findings of the principal, then he/she is required to
notify the local .police authority.

I

Rationale.

The law requires that school personnel

report suspected child abuse to the authorities, and if there
is difference in agreement between the principal and the
employee, then the employee is r_equired to make the report
to the authorities.
Part III.

No person shall incur any civil or

criminal.liability as a result of making any report of suspected child' abuse to the legal authorities.
Rationale.
Part IV.

Noted under policy statement.
Personnel who must report suspected child

abuse under Section 11161.5 of the California Penal Code
are:

school nurse, certificated personnel., teachers,

superintendent, supervisors of child welfare, principals
and licensed day care workers.
Rationale.

Noted under policy statement.
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Child Abuse Inservice Training
Sin.ce California State law requires the reporting- of
.suspected child abuse by school employees contained in
Section 11161.5 of the Penal Code, and subjects them to
legal prosecution for non-compliance, then the school.district
should provide inservice training in identification of the
-----+----------~~-----

abuse.d child.
The following inservice training is recommended by
the researcher and is obtained from the literature and
practitioners in the field.
Inservice Training for
School Personnel
Part I.

The following school personnel will attend

one inservice training session provided by the district
each school year:
1.

School Nurses.

2.

Certificated Personnel.

3.

Teachers.

4.

Superintendent.

5.

Supervisor of Child Welfare.

6.

Principals.

7.

Licensed Day Care Workers.

Part II.

The district will offer five inservice

sessions per year, and all employees listed under Section
11161.5 of the California Penal Code must attend at least one
session per year.

School districts may desire to adapt the
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number of inservice sessions to meet the needs of the
district.

One quarter semester unit of district credit

toward the salary schedule will be earned.

These employees

I

are listed in Part I.

1

the school district should have at least enougll_sep.,.a'"'r_..a..t..e-______c___

Rationale.

Since inservice training is mandatory,

J
sessions available for the convenience of the staff.
District credit on·the salary schedule will act as a positive incentive.
Part ·III.

Failure to attend one inservice session

per year will automatically freeze the individual's salary
to that of the current year as specified in the recommended
board policy.
Rationale.

In order to insure that all staff

members receive inservice training, there should be a
penalty for nan-compliance.
Part IV.

Specific topics included for inservice

training:
1.

Board Policy
The school district's child abuse board policy
would be reviewed.

2.

Administrative Rules an:d Regulations
Administrative rules and regulations specifying
procedures and responsibilities would be reviewed.

j
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l

3.

Incidence of Child' Abuse
Statistical information regarding the incidence
of child abuse in the United States would be
discussed.

1

4. · Lega:l Responsibility Of School· Personnel

l
I

Legal review of the California penal Code would
-----------be-presented.
5.

Recognizing the Abused Child
School personnel would be trained to recognize
symptoms and characteristics of non-accidental
injuries sustained by a child.

6.

Abusive Injuries (burns, beatings, neglect,
the battering pattern)
School personnel would view slides of nonaccidental injuries such as burns with ciga-

_____ . J

rettes; boiling water poured over buttocks, legs;
abrasions, lacerations and swelling caused by
being tied up.

S.chool personnel would be

taught to look for the shape of the instrument
implanted in a wound; bruises that are shades
of yellow and blue thus sustaining battering
over a period of time.

School personnel would

view slides of the battering pattern which is
the progressive pattern of repeated and increasingly severe abuse. 7

7 Robert W. ten Bensel, M.D., The Battered Child
Syndrome, p. 8.
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I

7.

--l

The· Battering Pattern
School personnel would discuss parents'
·attitudes toward their children;. and forms

I

of discipline.
8.

The Child
A. general discussion of the abused child would

take place

speci-fyi-ng-frmn-eh-e~l-£t-era-ture-tlrat----

abused children tend to grow up to be the
battering parent.
9.

Central Reg·ister
School personnel·are briefed on the central
register that is located at the State Depart:ment in Sacramento.

When a child has been

abused and brought to the attention o·f the
authorities, his/her name is placed in a central
register for the purpose of keeping track of
subsequent abuse or abuse of siblings.
10.

Child Protective Measures
School personnel are briefed on the disposition
of the child once it is determined that he/she
is being abused.

Educators are made aware that

children who are being physically abused can be
taken directly out of school by the police and
placed in protective custody.
11.

Prevention
School personnel are encouraged to counsel
parents on acceptable forms of punishment for
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their child.

School personnel are briefed on

non-profit organizations that help parents when
they recognize that they cannot stop beating
their children or have an uncontrollable urge
to batter them.

Child abuse prevention services

are increasingly being offered throughout the

I

state of CalTI:ornia and---of-fers---va-rents--rong-or----short _term counseling to help strengthen and
maintain a healthy emotional and physical
coexistence for parents and their children in
the earliest of stages before crisis results.
Several non-profit child abuse prevention
services were referred to the researcher in the
course of this study and are found in-Appendix D.
It is recommended that the Child Welfare and
Attendance Office of each respective county work closely
with the schools and form an ongoing Child Abuse Committee
to help educate several members in each school district in
order that they can become resident experts in the field
of child abuse to assist other personnel in the district.
It is recommended by the researcher that each district
purchase a slide presentation of the battered child.
Thirty-five millimeter slides for battered or abused children
are most difficult to locate, but the literature confirms
that 35mm slides titled The Ba-ttered· Child syndrome can be
purchased from MEDCOM, Inc., 2 Hammarskjold Plaza, New York,
N. Y. 10017, for under seventy dollars.

The author is
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RobeJ:;'t ten Bensel, ·M.D.

Another important film reference

is· wa·r of the· E.ggs_;-a film on Child Abuse, a 27 minute,
16mm, color or B/W written by Michael Crichton.

This film

is a sensitive explorati-on of the child battering syndrome.
To obtain this film contact Insight Films, P.O. Box 1057,
P~cific

Palisades, California 90272.

J

--------1~---------------------Important

references on child abuse are found in

the bibliography of this study.

The researcher particularly

recommends readings by Vincent DeFrancis, Vincent Fontana,

l
1

abuse cases to the authorities were reviewed and found to
be adequate.

The following fOrm is recommended by the Santa

Clara County Office'of Attendance and Juvenile Services
Department and meets the requirements for reporting.
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SUGGES'l'ED . FORM FOR
REPORT OF SUSPECTED CHILD ABUSE TO
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY
In compliance with Penal Code 11161.5
TO:

DATE
(Law Enforcement authority involved)

NAME OF MINOR

BIRTHDATE

ADDRESS
SCHOOL

SEX

GRADE

PHONE
DISTRICT

PARENT'S OR GUARDIAN'S NAME

PHONE

------------------------------------

PARENT'S OR GUARDIAN'S ADDRESS

~--------------------------

1.

NATURE OF INJURY OR INJURIES __________________~------

2.

OBSERVATIONS OF INJURY (BY WHOM, DATE, TIME') _______-"-

3.

STUDENT'S STATEMENT (IF APPROPRIATE) ____________

4.

TELEPHONED REPORT (TO WHOM, DATE, TIME) ____________

I

J

1
----------

j

(School Admin1strator's Signature)

·-·-]

DISPOSITION
Law Enforcement Agency

(Title)

J. P. D.

District Office
School File
This form must be delivered to the law enforcement agency
having police ju~isdiction.
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The study indicated that school district policies,
administrative rules and regulations, and mandatory inservice
'training regarding suspected child abuse is seriously lacking
in the state of California.

I
----+~-----training-re-quirem~-rrts.

Even though the leigal portion

of reporting suspected child abuse is covered in the Penal
Code under Section 11161.5, it does not mention inser"ii-ice

l

Tne law specifies -cc:nat school per-

sonnel report suspected child abuse, but it is incumbent
upon the individual district to formulate policies, administrative rules and regulations and to require inservice
.training,

This study reveals inservice training is not

mandateq anywhere within the state of California.

It is

naive to presume that just because a law is ori the books
that procedures have been worked out to comply effectively

1

with all aspects of the law.

This study indicates that·

very little is being done at.the local district level to
comply fully with the intent of the law.
RECOMMENDATIONS·
The following recommendations for further study are
suggested:

----t

1.

It is recommended that the model developed in

this study be tested in a unified school district.
a.

California State law requires reporting of
suspected child abuse for children 17 years
of age and under.
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b.

. -j

--1

1. unified district wouid test the model

with young children and adolescents,
2.

Teacher and administrative organizations should

investigate incidence of child abuse in order to determine
if they are adequately disseminating the impact of the
problem.
3.

Leg~slation

should be reviewed across country

and measures taken to determine if some areas of the
country are more successful than others in combating child
abuse.
··4.

Colleges .and universities should ·review their

curriculum in order to determine if child abuse education

I

is sufficiently studied.
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Senator Mondale introduced Public Law 93-247 to the
93rd. Congress, s.ll91 on January 31; 1974, and is now law.
An Act
To provide financial assistance for a demonstration
program for the prevention, identification, and
treatment of child abuse and neglect, to establish
a National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, and
for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Child
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act."
'l'he National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
Sec. 2. (a) The Secretary of Health, Educa.tion, and
Welfare (hereinafter referred to in this Act as the
"Secretary") shall establish an office to be known
as the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
(hereinafter referred to in this Act as the "Center").
lb) The Secretary, through the Center, shall(1) compile, analyze, and publish a surr®ary

l

-~---l

annually of recently conducted and currently conducted research·ori. child abuse. and neglect;
(2) develop and maintain an information
clearinghouse on all programs, including_private
programs, showing promise of success, for the
prevention, identification, and treatment. of child
abuse and neglect;
(3) compile and publish training materials
for personnel who are engaged or intend to engage
in the prevention, identification, and treatment.,
of child abuse and neglect;
·
·
(4) provide technical assistance (directly or
through grant or contract) to public and nonprofit private agencies and organizations to
assist them in planning, improving, developing,
and carrying out programs and activities· relating
to the prevention, identification, and treatment
of child abuse and neglect;
(5) conduct research into the causes of child
abuse and neglect, and into the prevention, iden~
tification, and treatment of·thereof; and
(6) make a complete and full study and investigation of the national incidence of child abuse
and neglect, including a determination of the
extent to which incidents of child abuse and negl!=c·t
are increasing in number or severity.
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DEFINITION
Sec. 3. For purposes of this Act the term· "child
abuse and. neglect" means the physical or mental injury, sexual abuse, negligent treatment, or maltreatment of a child under the age of eighteen by
a person who is responsible for the child's health
or welfare is harmed or threatened thereby, as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed
· by the Secretary.
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

..

Sec. 4. (a) The Secretary, through the Center, is
authorized to make grants to, and enter into contracts with, public agencies or nonprofit private
organizations (or corr~inations thereof) for demonstration programs·and projects designed to prevent;
identify, and treat child abuse and neglect.
Grants or contracts under this subsection lfiay·be-:.:
(1) for the development and establishment of
training programs for professional and paraprofessional personnel in the fields o£ medicine,
law, education, social work, and other relevant
fields who are engaged in, or intend to work in,
the field of the prevention, identification,
and treatment of child abuse and neglect; and
training programs for children, and :fcir persons
responsible for the welfare of children, in
methods of protecting children from child abuse
and neglect;
(2) for the establishment and maintenance
of centers, serving defined geographic areas,
staffed by multidisciplinary teams of personnel
trained in the prevention, identification, and
treatment of child abuse and neglect cases, to
provide a broad range of services related to
child abuse and neglect, including direct support
and supervision of satellite centers and attention
homes, as well as providing advice and consultation
to individuals, agencies, and organizations
which request such services;
(3) for furnishing services of teams of professional and paraprofessional personnel who are ·
trained in the prevention, identification, and · ·
treatment of child abuse and neglect. cases, on a
consulting basis to small communities where such
services are not available; and
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(4) for such other innovative programs and
projects including programs and projects for
parent self-help ·and for prevention and treatment
of drug-related child abuse and neglect, that
show promise, of successfully preventing or treat-·.
ing cases of child abuse and neglect as -the
Secretary may approve.
·
Not. less than 50 per centum of the funds appropriated
under this Act for any fiscal year shall be used
only for carrying out the provisions of this
subsection.
(b) (-1)" Of the sums appropriated under this Act
for--any-f-~sca-1-year-,-not-J:-es·s-than-5-per-centum--- - - - and not more than 20 per centum may be used by .
the Secretary for making grants to the States for
the payment of reasonable and necessary expenses
for the purpose of assisting the States in developing, strengthening, and carrying out. child
abuse and neglect prevention and treatment programs.
(2) In order for a State to qualify for
assistance under this subsection, such State shall(A) have in effect a State child abuse
and neglect law which shall include provisions
for immunity for persons reporting instances
of child abuse and neglect from prosecution,
under any State or local law, arising out of
such reporting;
(B) provide for the reporting of known
and suspected instances of child abuse and
neglect;
(C) provide that upon receipt of a report
of known or suspected instances of child abuse
or neglect an investigation shall be initiated
promptly to substantiate the accuracy of the
report, and, upon a finding of abuse or neglect, immediate steps shall be taken to protect the health and welfare of the abused or
neglected child, as well as that of any other
child under the same care who may be in danger
of abuse or neglect;
(D) demonstrate that there are in effect
throughout the State, in connection with the
enforcement of child abuse or neglect law.E;
and with the reporting of suspected instance$
of child abuse and neglect, =>uch administrative
procedures, such personnel trained in child
abuse and neglect prevention and treatment,
such training procedures, =>uch institutional
and other facilities (public and private), and
such related multidisciplinary programs and
services as may be necessary or appropriate
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to assure that the State will deal effectively
with child abuse and neglect cases in·· the
State:
(E) provide for methods to preserve the
confidentiality of ali records in order to
protect the rights of the child, his parents
or guardians;
· (F) provide for the cooperation of law
enforcement officials, courts of competent
jurisdiction, and appropriate'State agencies
providing human services;
.
CGl provide that in every case involving
------~--------------------------·-a~n-=aoused or neglected cn~rd-wnicn resur~i·n-------a judicial proceeding a guardian ad litem
shall be appointed to represent the child in
such proceedings;
(H) provide that the aggregate of support
for programs or projects related to child
abuse and neglect assisted by State funds
shall not be reduced below the level provided during fiscal year 1973; and set forth
policies and procedures designed to assure
·. ,
that Federal funds made available under this
Act for any fiscal year will be so used as
to supplement and·, to the extent practicable,
increase the level of State funds whichwould,
in the absence of Federal funds, be available
for such programs and projects;
.
1
(I)
provide
for
dissemination
of
informaI
tion to the general public with respect to
the problem of child abuse and neglect and
the facilities and prevention and treatment
methods available to combat instances of child
abuse and neglect; and
(J) to the extent feasible, eni:iure that
parental organizations combating child abuse
and neglect receive preferential treatment.
(3) Programs or projects related to child
abuse .and neglect assisted under part A or B of.
Title IV of the Social Security Act shall comply
with the requirements set forth in clauses (B),
(C), (E), and {F) of paragraph (2).
·
(c) Assistance provided pursuant to this section
Shall not be available for construction of facilities;
however, the Secretary is authorized to supply such
assistance for the lease or rental of facilities where
adequate facilities are not otherwise available, and
for repair or minor remodeling or alteration of
existing facilities.
(d) The Secretary shall establish criteria designed to achieve equitable distribution of assistance under this sectiGn among the States, among
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geographic areas of the Nation, and among rural
· and urban areas. To the extent possible,
.
citizens of each State shall. receive assistance
from at least one project under this section.
AUTHORIZATIONS

- _j

Sec. 5. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated for the purposes of this Act $15,DOO,bOO for
_ _ _ _ _c __ _ _--"t'"'h"'e<O_f..,_..,i"'s~c"'a'"l~Year ending June 30, 1974, $20,000 ''-'o~o,_..o,_____
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1975, and
$25,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1976,
and for the succeeding fiscal year •
. ADVISORY BOARD ON CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT
Sec. 6. (a) The Secretary shall, within sixty days
after the date of enactment of this Act, appoint an
Advisory Board on Child Abuse and Neglect (hereinafter referred to as the "Advisory Board"), which
shall be- composed of representatives from Federal
agencies with responsibility for programs and
activities related to child abuse and neglect, including the Office of Child Development, the Office
of Education, the National Institute .of Child Health
and Human Development, the Social and Rehabilitation
Service, and the Health Services Administration.
The Advisory Board shall assist the Secretary in
coordinating programs and activities related to child
abuse and neglect administered·or assisted under
this Act with such programs and activities administered or assisted by the Federal agencies whose
representatives are members of the Advisory Board.
The Advisory Board shall also.assist the Secretary
in the development of Federal standards for child
abuse and neglect prevention and treatment programs
and projects.
(b) The Advisory Board shall prepare and submit,
within-eighteen months after the date of enactment of this Act, to the President and to the
Congress a report on the programs assisted under
this Act and the programs., projects, and activities
related to child abuse and neglect administered or
assisted by the Federal agencies whose representatives are members of the Advisory Board. Such report
shall include .a study of the relationship between
drug addiction and child abuse and neglect.
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(c) Of the funds appropriated under Section 5,
one-half of 1 per centum; or $1,000,000, whichever
is the lesser, may be used by the Secretary only
for purposes of the report under subsection (b).
COORDINATION
Sec. 7. The Secretary shall promulgate regulations
and make such arrangements as may be necessary or
appropriate to ensure that there is effective coordi----~n~a~t~ion oetween programs relaEed-~o cn~rd-aouse ana__________
neglect under this Act.and other such programs which
are assisted by Federal funds.
California State Law
State Senator Dymally introduced Senate Bill 354
which is an act to add Section 306.6 to the Health and Safety
Code and to add and repeal Chapter 11 (commencing with
Section 18950) to Part 6 of Division 9 of the Welfare and

Institution Code, relating to social services.

This was

approved by the Governor on May 31, .1974, and filed with.the
Secretary of State May 31, 1974.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST
SB354, Dymally. Social Services.
Establishes Office of Child Abuse Prevention in
State Department of Health and specifies powers and
duties thereof, including establishment of pilot
projects with regard to child abuse in conjunction
with designated agencies.
Establishes State Advisory Committee on Child Abuse
to advise the Office of Child Abuse Prevention and
the State Child Health Board concerning child abuse.
To become operative during such times as federal
funds are made available for such purposes. Remains
in effect until December 31, 1979.
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The people of the State of California do enact as
follows:
Section 1. Section 306.6 is added to the Health
and Safety Code, to read:
306.6. There is hereby created a State Advisory
Committee on Child Abuse. The membership of the
committee shall be composed of.seven persons who
Shall be representative of parents, medical and
health practitioners, law enforcement personnel,
social workers and other professionals interested
in children's services. The State Child Health
Board shall appoint four members to the commission,
the Speaker of the Assembly sha·11 appoint one
member, the Sen<!.te Rules Committee shall appoint one
member and the Governor shall appoint one member.
The members shall serve at the pleasure of the
appointing power.
The committee shall act in an advisory capacity
to the Office of Child Abuse Prevention, established
':Pursuant to Article 3 (commencing with Section 18952)
of Chapter 11 of Part 6 of Division 9 of the Welfare
and Institutions Code concerning the performance
of that office's duties and responsibilities and to·
the State Child Health Board concerning the matter
of child abuse.

Sec. 2. Chapter 11 (commencing with Section 18950)
is added to Part 6 of Division 9 of the Welfare and
Institutions Code, to read:
CHAPTER 11.

THE OFFICE OF CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION
Article 1.

General

18950. The Legislature finds and declares that
child abuse is a growing concern in this state, and
that current methods of coping \vith child abuse
problems are resulting in family breakups that are
both expensive and nonproductive to the state. It
is the intent of the Legislature to provide for·· the
establishment of one or more pilot projects to
provide for the detection and correction of the abuse
or maltreatment of children who are unable to protect
themselves.
· ·
In this regard, the welfare of children of this
state requires the establishment of pilot projects
for the prevention of child abuse •.
It is the intent of the Legislature in enacting
this cha.pter to establish three pilot project child
abuse centers, one in the north of the state serving
Alameda, Contra Costa,, Marin, San Francisco, San
Mateo, and Santa Clara Counties; one in the central
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portion of the. state located in Fresno County or
Kern County; and one in the south of the state
located in Los Angeles County. The projects
established under this chapter are intended to act
as coordinating bodies that offer guidelines and
stimulation for services that provide for the prevention, identification, management and treatment
to abused children and their parents.
Article 2.
18951.

Definitions

As used in this chapter:

(a-)-"Ch-i-1d~means-an~ncli-v-idua-l-und~r-the~agg_of-J.8-.--

(b) "Child services" means service~ for or od
behalf of children '1'7hich shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
(1) Protective services.
(2) Caretaker services.
(3) Day care services which include dropoff
care.
(4) Homemaker services or family aides.
(5) Counseling services.
(c) "Adult services" means services for or on
behalf of a parent of a child which shall include,
but not be limited to, the following:
(1) Access to voluntary placement., long or.
short.ter.m.
(2) Counseling services·before and after a
crisis.
(3) Homemaker services or family aides.
(d) "Multidisciplinary personnel" means any.team
of three or more persons who are trained in the
prevention, identification and treatment of child
abuse and neglect cases and \vho are qualified to
provide a broad range of services related to child
abuse. The team may include,· but not be limited
to:
(1) Psychiatrists, psychologists or other
trained couns'eling personnel.
(2) Police officers or other law enforcement
agents.
(3) Medical personnel with sufficient training
to provide health services.
(4) Social workers with experience or training
in child abuse prevention.
(e) "Child Abuse" as used in this chapter means a
situation in which a child suffers from any one
or more of the follmving:
(1) Serious physical injury inflicted upon
the child by other than accidental means.
(2) Harm by re<:~son of intentio.nal neglect or
malnutrition or sexual abuse.
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(3) Going without necessary and basic
physical care.
·
(4) Willful mental injury, negligent treatment,
or maltreatment of a child under the age
of 18 by a person who is responsible for
the child's welfare under circumstances
which indicate that the child's health or
weifare is harmed or threatened thereby,
as determined in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Director of Health.
(5) Any conditio·n which results in the violation of the rights or physical, mental, or ·
msJ:"aJ.-weJ.-~a-re-e-f-a-eh-i-1<:1-er----:ieeEJa-rai-Z.es--E-he---

child's present or future health, opportunity for normal development or capacity
for independence.
(f) "Parent" means any EJerson who exercises care,
custody and control of the child as established by
law;
Article 3.

l
1

Office of Child Abuse Prevention

18952.
(a) There is hereby established in the
State Department of Health an Office of Ch1ld Abuse
Prevention which shall be administered by a coordinator appointed by the Director of Health. The
Coordinator of the Offi.ce of Child Abuse Prevention
shall be a professional with recognized training and
experience in child abuse prevention.
18953. The office shall employ such personnel as
is necessary to carry out the provisions of this
chapter, subject to civil service rules and regulations.
18954.
(a) The office shall establish three
regional "family crisis centers" on a pilot project
basis for the prevent.ion, identification and treatment of child abuse, one in the northern portion of
the state, one in the southern portion of the state,
and one in the central portion of the state. The
pilot project in the south shall b!'J established in
conjunction with the southern California counties'
Departments of Public Social Services and shall be
located in Los Angeles County. The pilot project
in the north shall be established to serve the six
Bay Area counties comprised of Alameda, Contra Costa,
Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo q.nd Santa Clara
Counties and shall be located in San Francisco County
or Alameda County. The pilot project in central
California shall be established in conjunction with
the central valley counties' Departments of Public
Social Services and shall be located in Fresno County.
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(b) The Office of Child Abuse Prevention s.hall
seek. the assistance of both public and private
entities in the establishment and implementation
of the pilot project centers.
(c) It shall be the responsibility of the Office
of Child Abuse Prevention to organize the pilot
·
projects. In the event that only one pilot project
be funded under federal law as set forth in Section
.18955.1 of this chapter, the Office of Child Abuse
Prevention shall select that pilot project according to the following:
(1) Each county or counties wishing to have
tne pilot project in thel.r JUrJ.sdJ.ction shall
submit a written proposal fully setting forth
the following:
(a) The facilities to be used for such
a project.
(b) The degree of cooperation between
law enforcement agents and social service
agencies for such a project.
(c) The number and type of personnel who
will staff the project.
(d) The need for such a project.
(2) Upon receipt of all such proposals, the
Office of Child Abuse Prevention shall select the
site for the pilot project according to the
criteria set forth above.
18955. In the exercise of its authority under
Section 18954 the office shall develop plans to
fulfill the requirements of any federal act providing for the establishment and maintenance of
pilot projects for the prevention, identification,
and treatment of child abuse to facilitate the
receipt and allocation of federal funds for planning, research, demonstration and special project
grants. The office shall submit its recommendations concerning applications for federal funds to
the Health and Welfare Agency to be forwarded to
the appropriate federal agency.
18955.1. It is the intent of the Legislature
that in establishing the three pilot projects
pursuant to Section 18954, the Office of Child Abuse
Prevention shall make every attempt to qualify such
projects for federal funding under subsection (a)
of Section 4 of Public Law 93-247.
To that extent,
should any provisions of this chapter prevent such
federal funding for these three pilot projects, such
provisions of this chapter shall be rendered inoperative.
18956. The office shall report to the Legislature
and Governor on the progress of the pilot projects
within one year after the effective date of this
chapter.
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18957. The Office of Child Abuse Prevention may
by contract with other public or private entities,
establish "family crises centers" with accompanying
advisory councils on a pilot project basis other
than those required by this chapter when adequate
federal funds are made available for such purposes.
18958. The Office of Child Abuse Prevention shall
apply for federal funding under subsection (b) of
Section·4 of Public Law 93-247 for the administration
of its. functions under this chapter. The office
shall use. such. funds to:
(1) develop and establish
------~--------------------~t~r~a~i~nf1~·n~g programs for professional and parapro~----------
fessional personnel in the fields of medicine, law,
education, social work, and other relevant fields
who are engaged in, or intend to work in, the fie.ld
of the prevention, identification and treatment of
child abuse; (2) provide statewide coordination of
general information and education in child abuse
·prevention; (3) regulate the pilot projects established pursuant to Section 18954 and utilize that
'"data received from the pilot projects· pursuant to
subsection (g) of Section 18960 so as to obtain more
accurate statewide data on child abuse prevention;
(4) assist and provide funds for the coordination
of child abuse prevention programs by counties as
set forth in Section 18954; and (5) develop and
establish other innovation programs in child abuse
prevention where the office finds a need for such
programs.
Article 4.

Pilot Projects

18960. The pilot projects established pursuant
to Section 18954 shall stimulate within the counties
designated in Section 18954 the development and the
coordination of all necessary programs and services
relevant to the prevention, identification, management, and treatment of child abuse. The following
services, among others may be included·:
(a) Coordination of the identification and reporting of all instances of child abuse within the
county or counties that are serviced by the pilot
projects. Such reports shall be forwarded to the
California Department of Justice, Bureau of Identification, Special Services Section as set forth in
Section 11161.5 of the Penal Code.
(b) Provision of direct family counseling where
such services are not made available by the county
or counties serviced by the pilot projects.
(c) Provision of homemaker or family aide services
on a temporary basis to a family in which child abuse
is present where such services are not made available
by the county or counties serviced by the pilot projects.
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(d) Establishment of a 24-hour "hotline;'. telephone.
service, to be available to any child, parent, or·
other resident of the county or· counties served by
the pilot projects who wishes to ask for assistance
or information, pr to make a report with regard
to child abuse. ··Such· "hotline" ·service shall ··be
staffed by persons who, in the opinion of the pilot
project, have. appropriate training to prQvide such
services, and shall be provided by the pilotproject
only where such a service :i,.s not provided by the
county o:r; counties serviced by the pilot projects.
(e) Encouragement of and arrangement of voluntary
placement of .a child outside the home when_b~~h _____
parents and child agree to a "cooling off" period,
and when such-outside voluntary placement is available and advisable provided that:
(1) Such voluntary placement should be in
the vicinity of the parents' current home so
that visiting and other parental-child interaction
can be facilitated.
(2) No child shall be placed in any institution maintained by the county or state for the
detention or housing of any minor who comes
within or who is alleged to come within· the
provisions of Section 601 or 602.
· (3) No placement shall be deemed voluntary
nor shall any voluntary placement be made when

1

___ j

·the parent is threatened with prosecution or
removal of the child pursuant to Section 600 if
they do not consent to the placement.
(4) A child agreeing to such a placement shall
be of a mental age to make a reasonable, rational
decision and shall be without undue influence or.
fear of reprisal from either parents or any member
of the multidisciplinary family crisis teams or
any other adult.
·
(f) Establishment of multidisciplinary family
crisis teams trained and available to accompany law
enforcement agents on any original or follow-up visits
in instances of abuse. These teams shall attempt
to ensure that each family is aware of all public
social services that are available within the vicinity
of their residence and that the family has access
to such facilities.
(g) Maintenance of a clearinghouse index for the
county or counties serviced by the pilot project in
order that current records are maintained with regard
to cases of dependency avoidance and child abuse.
Such collection data shall be forwarded to the Office
of Child Abuse Prevention.
(h) Provision of professional child mental health
services on a part-time basis to licensed private
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facilities providing care for children in instances·
where such facilities are financially unable to
provide full~time professional child mental health
services. The Office of Child Abuse Prevention shall
be responsible for the costs of such services and
shall establish.the procedure for such facilities
·'.
to apply for the. services.
(i) Provision of parent education and training
services to:
1
(1} Parents of fai!lilies in which child abuse
·j
is present.
(2) Prospective parents.
I
------~---------------------~~~(3) Parents, generallY~·~~--~~--~---~~--------Such services for parents of families in which
child abuse is found, are to be supplementary or
adjunctive to any other treatment and services.
Such services for any other parents are primarily
,.
to be chi:).d abuse prevention services;
Article 5.

Advisory Council on Child Abuse Prevention

18961. (a) There shall be an advisory council
on child abuse for each pilot project established
pursuant to Section 18954, each to be composed of
23 members. Except for the advisory council of the
pilot project in the north, 18. members shall be
appointed by ·th:e board- of supervisors in the. county

I

or city and county in which the center is located,
and five members shall be appointed by the Governor.
The members of each of the advisory councils shall
be representatives of public agencies, private
agencies, and community organizations which are
directly or indirectly involved with the problem
of child abuse.
(b) A member of a center's advisory council may
be a resident of a municipality other than the
county, or city and county in which the center is
located.
(c) The members of the council shall be composed
of parents, medical and health practitioners, law
enforcement personnel, social workers and professionals in children's services.
(d) The advisory council for the pilot project
in the north shall consist of 23 members, of which
18 shall be appointed by the boards of supervisors
of the six Bay Area counties comprised of Alameda,
Contra Costa, Marin, San Francisco, San Mateo, and
Santa Clara Counties . . Each county's board of
supervisors shall appoint three members to the council.
The other five members of the council shall be
appointed by the Governor.
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(e) Notwithstanding subdivisions (a) and (d) in
the event that only one pilot project is funded by
federal moneys, there shall be one advisory board
consisting of 11 members. Five members shall be
appointed by the board of supervisors of the c:ounty
in which the pilot project is established, two·
members shall be appointed by the s~nate Rules
Committee, two members shall be appointed by the
Speaker o£ the Assembly and two members shall be
appointed by the Governor.
·
18962. The members of the council shall serve
· w.ithout compensation and ·shall not be reimbursed for
---t-----c-_______:_·;any_ac~t_UaL_an_cLnecessary expenses incurred in connection with the performance of their duties under
this chapter.
Sec. 3.· The Office of Child Abuse Prevention
shall be funded pursuant to the Federal Child Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Act.
Sec. 4. The provisions· of this act shall be.
operative only for and during such time as federal
funds are provided or made available for the purposes of this act.·
_
Sec. 5. The provisions of this act shall remain
in effect only until December 31, 1979, and as of
such date is repealed, unless a later enacted
statute, which is chaptered before December 31, 1979,
deletes or extends such date.
Sec. 6. This act shall be known as the California
Child Abuse Prevention Act of 1974.
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. SAN ANTONIO SCHOOL

CUPERTINO UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT

Robert H~trionan, Principal
1030 A1toJio Onv•

Sunnrvolf, CEIIif~nnill 940117

Phon• 736.5342~'

December 20, 1974
l

l

1

!

Letter of inquiry sent to all
County Superintendent3 of Schools
in the State of California

I need your assistance in locating school districts in your
county that have exemplary child abuse intervention programs
including policies, administrative rules and regulations and
inservice training for teachers.

If you can be of assistance, please return the whole of this
letter with the name of the. district, address and a contact
person.
I have enclosed a self addressed stamped envelope for your

convenience.

;Jl;).
R ert L. Harri
Principal

RLH:ec
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SAN ANTONIO SCHOOL

CUPERTINO UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT

Rollert ltortimon, PtiMi-po\

1030 A•torio Oriv'~
Sunnyval•, California 9.40117
~hone

736.5342

ll'larch 14, 1975

Ms. Adah Maurer

EVAN-G Executive Director
· 977 Keeler Avenue
Berkeley, California 94708
Dear Ms. Maurer:
•'•

In your letter to me of January 22, 1975, you indicated in
paragraph one that to your knowledge, the "school districts
in Alameda County have not yet taken up the problem of establishing guidelines for identifying and reporting cases of ·
suspected child abuse or neglect that surface in the schools."

J

1

Recently I surveyed all of the county superintendents in the
state of California and. have recei;1ed a similar respon~e to
that of yours. I am presently trying to find any school district in the state that has a child abuse intervention urogram that includes school board policies, and administra:~i·.rs
rules and regulations plus inservice training for personnel.
Most people that I .talk with say that if ariyone knows, it will
be Adah.
I would appreciate a quick reply if possible rather than exhaust more energies trying to locate non exist, exemplary
child abuse programs within schools in California.

~~~~d~~,_·___
~:-:
7
L. Harri ma•
Principal
·

RLH:ec
Enc.

(

SAN AHT.OHIO SCHOOL

CUPERTINO UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT

Robttt Harrilfton, Principal

1030 Attoua Dri"'•
.
SuMyvale, California 940117

Pftone 736.5342

rj

.January 9, 1975

Mr. Ross s. Rich
---+--'--,ciiJSpeciarist-rr ·
Special Services Section
Bureau of Identification
Department of Justice
P.O. Box 13417
Sacramento, California 95813
.Re:

Licensing and statutory Compliance Unit

Dear Mr. Rich:
I have enclosed a copy of a letter you wrote dated July 16, 1971>
so that you will remember me;
If you recall, I am attempting to locate s.chool districts that
have exemplary child abuse intervention programs. I have talked
to r.ls, Hood with the Department of Health and now need your
assistance.
1.

Can you identify six school districts in California who have
the highest statistical referrals? This is extremely important to me so that I can contact them and study their
reporting procedures inorder to develop exemplary working
models for my doctoral dissertation and for practical use
throughout the State.

Please respond as soon as possible,
addressed stamped envelope.

bort!;~~-·--

Principal
RLH:ec
Encls. 2

I am enclosing a self

---------~

_ _ _ _ _ ____:___, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SAN MATED COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
J. RUSSELL KENT- SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
333 MAIN STREET

•
REDWOOD CITY,- CALIFORNIA 94063
Telephone: (415) 364-5600

January 9, 1975

-----j-:c-------7---------~--------c-----------~-------

J

J.

Robert Harriman, Principal
San Antonio School
1030 Astoria Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:

// ~~f~§,i:tA
,.;;.,.,).

·'·'

•.w

··:..,

":::,

As to our conversatibn oi!' January 9; 1975,. regardirig' school dist.rict
child abuse intervention
say that this
county has none.
l

l

j

I, too, feel
their own.
Cordially,

~~t~rdinator

PHIL BRAY,.
Child Welfare and

PB/jw

l

·- --JI

to develop

.lU:>

ASSOCIATION
P. 0. Box 1266 • Denver, Colorado 80201 • Telephone (303) 771-1300

~~ILDREN 'S

j[NALCOMMITTEE
ADVISORY

DIVISION

Vincent De Francis, Director

December 30, 1974

DuaneW.Christ_y
Chairman
Cinclnnali, Ohio

Cla~baugh

,. Blair f.
Vice_Chairman

'j
------1 .
1

~nsbl.lrg,-Pi.

-?T;alcatt Bate5, M.D.
Monterey, Calif,

Robert L. Harriman

19901 Buckhav~eccn.ccL~-~al=-1e----c--------c-------

Saratoga, California 95070

Thomas T. Betker

New York, N.Y.
~

Dear Mr. Harriman:

, James J. Delaney
Brighton, Colo.

Fred DelliOuadri
U':11~ersity, Ala.
Elizabett) Elmer
Pltt5burgh, Pa.
Richard G. Farrow

HW Cumberland, Pa,

'J:.~au;iee
A. Harmo~
Olympia, .Wa5h.
]

1

Guy D.

Hmi~

Rochester, N.Y.

:lilson D. McKerrow
.Chapel Hill, N.C.

Roben: M. Mulford

Bostlin, ~ass.
Paul V. Nyden
, White Plains, N.Y ..
G. lewis Penner
Chicago, Ill.

We heartily agree that the schools have an important role to
play in helping to protect abuseq and neglected children. I
regret, however, that we have not prepared materials which
relate to school policies or administrative rules and regUlations with regard to this problem.·
With the thought that you may find it of interest I am enclosing
one of our small pamphlets which discusses the roles of various
community resources in protecting children. I'm also sending
an annotated listing of all our current publications. An order
form is· attached for your convenience.
Please feel free to contact me again if we can be of service.

EX-OFFICIO
ll. Beuendarfer, Jr.
~
Tacoma, Wash.

Jmliam T. Bruckner

~

Hinsdale, Ill. ,

~C.rlton E. Buttrick

_j

---t·.

. Boston, Ma5S.

11co F. Childers, Jr.

(Mrs.) Kathcrn Bond
Administrative Assistant
Children's Division

Grnnville, S.C.

Han1W. Hoel
.' reen Villey, Ariz.

KB:wk
Encl. Publications #11
Publications List
Program, Services and Objectives
Guidelines for Schools with Price List

The National Auoclotion of Child Protective Agencies • A Departn:'ent of The American

Humane

Association
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School District
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KEELER AVENUE
\!II!:RKELEY, CA[,.IFORNIA 94708

•C41S) !527·0454

~OARD OF DIRECTORS
~IESIDENT

~N DEWITT Bl,ITTON. P~o~.D.

~~r~:6::~~T s~~;e:s~~7~~~s~;v
rRESNO, CAL.IFORNIA- 93740

yao9J 467·24Z9

UEASURER

.

______ !,ROLD ·ZUCKERMAN
1}02 CAMINO DRIVE
~ANVILLE, CALIFORNIA. 94!526

!14115) 837-525!5

~RBY T. ALVY,

PH.D.

•(ErDREN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90001

FESHBACH, PH.D.

~EPARTMENT

EDUCATION, UCLA
ANGELES, CALl FORNIA 90024

rYMOUR FESHBACH, PH. C.

f!~":~~;~:s~~:~7~~~~~:· s~~~~

~TTl

my knowledge, the school districts in Alameda
not yet taken up the problem of establishing
for identifying and reporting cases of suspected
or neglect that surface in 'the schools .

DIRECTOR

bAH MAURER

~RMA

=

•"'"-

''CHILDREN"
OY
CLEMENT RENZI

tO$

1975

"

•

~.0$

22,

.//;:.1

:\\ ·fl.

fl;-·

KEITH-SPii::GEL. PH.D.

-;.)£PAR:TMENT PSYCHOLOGY. CSU

~0-RT.HRIDGE,

CALI.FOANIA 91324

~NAL.D LEPPKE
Jtii"FECTIVENES·S TRAINING ASSOC.
- - f i A N FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94111

It is a task that needs doing. The legal department
of the State Dept. of Education worked on establishing
such guide lines to be distributed to the school' districts.
I have been informed that by last Sept. the job was 75%
finished but awaited the conclusion of the legislative
session to include the. new laws. Mr. Tom Griffin of that
office has promised to see that the job is done and distributed "soon."
We have not heard fr_Qm_him_r_e_c_ently_. _ _ __

u. Cal. Berkeley Extension Division is giving
a course in May that will cover that as well as other
aspects of children's rights. If you have secured answers
to your present research by that time, I would be very
pleased to ·know of·it. Perhaps you might even be willing
to contribute to the class formally not only the information
you have gathered but whatever direction the Cupertino
School District has developed in response to this need.
Please let me know if you think you may have enough data
by May and whether you would be willing to do this.
If
you have a copy of Lifelong Learning, the Spring Schedule
of Extension Classes in Berkeley, you will find the class
listed on page 59.

1CHAEL. PERRY

I hope I may hear from you again on this.

hoDFISH, CALIFORNIA 9320,

~CHARD AND TILLIE SMITH

rEDDING, CALIFORNIA 96001

/)

~.~~~~~~7~~~-R~:TH~.D.

!

ONSORS

,;

1{...-~

A ah Maurer

AM/eb

HIALEY AMir.L, R.N., BELLEVUE, WA
AVID BAKAN, PH.D., TORONTO, CAN,
__ RUN. 0 BETTEL.IIEIM. pH.D., CHICAGO. IL
ON." YVONN!: OURI\E, LO.!i ANGELES, CA.
-1RANK G. BUDD. LO!i ANGELES, CA.
AROLE DUNCAN. DALLAS, TX
ONDINI F"OX, ST. CLET. OUEDEC, CAN.
LLIS 0, E.VAN~. PH.D .. SEATTLE. WA.
AVID G. GIL. P~~-0. L£XINUTON, MA
ILLIAM OLA~SER. M.D .. LOS ANGELES, CA.
ILLIAM .J. GNAGEY, PH.D .. NORMAL •.. <L
OL GORDON, PH.D .. SYH:OCU!>E, NY
HOMAI> GOr!O("IN, Ptl D., t'A.!>AUENA., CA.
o•r.RT HAG£D ... K, PH.D., DALLAS, TX
OSA HAGIN, PH.D., NEW YORK, NY ,

"--..,

/

S~e5el{Y,tj,.....__. .;'~Lt'~
,

rOS ANGELES, CAL<FORNIA '0040
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G
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NAT HENTOFI", NEW YORK, NV
JOHN HOLT, NEW YORK, NY
DORIS JEFFERIES. PH.D., ATLANTA, GA.
MARY JANE .JOHNSON, OERKELEY, CA
HI:RBERT KELMAN, PH.D .. HARVA.fiD UNIV.
GERALD KOOCHER, PH.D .. BOSTON, MA
JONATHAN KOZOL. BOSTON. MA
Bli:RNAMD F. LYONS, .JR., PH.O.,K_NOXVILLE, TN
BOYO MC CANDL£:>5. PH.D., ATLANTA. OA
ROBERT MYERS, INDEPENDENCE, MO
H. B. NEWHARD, M.D., NOVATO, CA.
HELEN ~AISKIN. Pti.D., LOS AN(JELE~. CA
I"RITZ REOL, PH, D., NORTH ADAMS. MA
MARY REID, A.LAM£DA, CA
Ill:, H, BTARR, .IR., P'H.O., Dl.TROIT, Ml

GEORGE S"UTtl, MT. ANGEL. OR
WALTER SMITHEY. REDWOOD CITY, CA.
FORTNEY H. STARK, WALNUT CREEK. CA
SERENA STIER, PH.D. WASHINGTON, DC
.JANET TAFF. REDDING. CA.
RONALD TAUBER.· ot:RKELE'r'. CA.
$lONEY W. TIEDT. SAN JOSE. CA.
ED TONNINGSEN. EO U. CONCOH:D. CA
MORRIE TURNf".R. OAII.LANO. CA.
HON, .JOHN VASCONC£LLOS. SAN .JOSE. CA
RALPH WELSH, PH 0 .. Bf:IJDG£1-'0HT. CT
O£RTRUDE WILLIAMS. Pt1 0. ST. -LOUIS, MD
DAVID WINEMAN, 1-'.tl 0 .. DETROIT. Ml
BIRI:NICE ZA.t1M, St\I.RMAN OAKS, CA
PHILIP' ZIMBA.ROO, PH.D., tiTA.N,-ORO. CA

.. u,

Et"(J d! d/. fJ.
'En'd Violence Again.d tfle Nc:<l GtllrrCrtltln

977 Keeler Ave., Jlc>"kci<'y, Ca. 94708

March 18, 1975
Robert L. Harriman
Principal
San Antonio School
1030 Astoria Dr.
Sunnyval~cat--. 94087
Dear Dr. Harriman:
No school district in California has worked out guidelines
for reporting child abuse. My research into this is second only to your
own. But I can perhaps fill you in on a few facts:
Last summer the State Dept. of Education appointed an interne
in the legal department to construct such guidelines. Carla Tate was the
law student so appointed, At the end of the summer, she tells me, the job
was about 75% finished and Tom Griffin told her, and subsequently :nysel:::·
that he pla1med to appoint someone to finish the work as soon as the 19:>Lf
legislative session should be completed. This would make fV possible to
have the guidelines ·recognize new legislation then in the hopper.
Now in March, 1975·, the legal office has not completed the
work nor, to the best of my knowledge, are they working on it. Mr. Griffin
does not respond to my phone calls; those delegated to respond know
nothing of any guide lines.
However the U.S. Office of Education has arranged for a number
of school districts.around the country, 6 to 8 I believe, to be funded
by H.E.W. to make such a project on a pil-ot basis. The March issue of
the Phi Delta Kapnan has an article about it and reports that two school
districts have been at work on it. Montgomery County, Md. and Cow~unity
School District 18 in Brooklyn N.Y.
Hot on the trail I called Brooklyn
at 212-773-7744 only to glance at the clock and remember that 3:P .M. here
is 6 or 7 P .M, in Brooklyn,
The article concludes by saying that "Most school. systems
today provide very little real help to their teachers and so perhaps it
is up the the teachers to take the initiative .••. Teachers have got to
start doing their share. It may be that the role of the teqcher in the
future will have to be part social worker, part counselor, and even part
physician in recogni,:.:\l'g abuse symptoms. So be it .... "
We plan to pursue the matter both in Sacramento and D.C. Oh,
yes, and Brooklyn.
I suggest you be the real pioneer and call a conference
of yourpupil personnel department including the school nurses, psychologists,
a teacher or two, the Union or CTA whoever represents teachers in your
district and the agencies such as Child Protective Services, Proba.ti·o·n
~
Dept. Welfare etc. And get to work on it.
Good Luck!
·
I will keep you informed if I find out anything_, more,
1"7.
.
.,
A
-n,, ~~ ,L./../'r.

.LV<>

ChildAbuse L!:~tening Jl1ediution, inc.

January 28, 1975

IRil OF TRUSTEES

i·lf!"l
· Mois~l.
~lursh<11l

Ph.D.

.
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1Pre.~iclent

.tl.A. Coffin 111.. M.D.

rw:1·
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----J.:,,,.,=.-""r.'Foululer ------------~~

1rctl:r L(f"e Member
i· Barrie Bedell

\V. Bolduan. M.D.
~~hn M. Cooper
~<\lvin lsa~cs

fn Messex._M.P.H.
~-oberl L. Monk

f]el s·. Pa.tllllo.Morey
R.Ph.
Allert(~n

»tanley Rotlen
~)Se Torres
Van Ho~ne

v;vid

fmiam Vaughn
))ran•)

l .

£iiid L. Pike

~the Director

!rnt

eanette L. Keiper
Director

Mr. Rob Harriman
19901 Buckhaven Lane
Saratoga, Ca 1i forni a 95070
Dear Mr. Harriman:
Dr. Lorenzo Dall'Armi has sent on to us your letter
of December 20, 1974 requesting assistance in loca_ting Child Abuse intervention programs.
We are sending you a booklet about CAU·1 wbich tells
of its inception, policies, volunteer and education
programs.
After you have read the booklet, if we can be of
further help, please do not hesitate to contact us.

_J

('Since~el/.
!

Enc.
JLK:mf

y

·

.-._/)!)·

\"----;~ 0· /~
Mr.s •. Jeanette L. Keiper
ASsistant. Director

P.S. Please note Page 5 of booklet on Education.

P.O. Box 718 • San/a Barbara, Ca/ifomia 93102 • (805) 963-1115

~f.LLE J".
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

YoUNCitR

ATTORHI.Y Coii:Nl:RAt.

BUREAU OF IDENTIFICATION

lrpurtmrttt nf 3Justirr

MAJLU:.IG ADDR£&Sz
P. 0. BOJ! 13417

8ACAAMENTO .'11813

8301 C STREET

. July 16, 1974
Robert Hariman
Refer:
19901 Buckhaven ~Lan~e~------~--------~--Saratoga, CA 95110

Licensing & Statutory
Compliance Unit

Dear I>Jr. Hariman:
This is in response to our telephone conversation on July 15,

1971~.

In compliance with Section 11110 and 11161.5 PC, the Bureau of' Identification
has established the following procedures.

l
j
I

I

j

l

l

As crime reports are received from various police departm~nts and sheriff
offices a·f a central location, the clerks sort out child neglect, child beating
assaults on children, death reports of children, incest and child molest ;;here
a member o:f the

fa~ly

is listed as a suspect.

These reports are forwarded to our Child Abuse section '"here all the names
listed are first searched in the"Child Abuse" file. If no prior record exists
.in the Child Abuse file, the reports are for•arded to our master record file
,to have the names of the adults mentioned searched for prior criminal record.
When the Child Abuse file reveals a prior record, all the information available
on prior case or cases is copied and mailed to the new reporting agency. If
our master record files reveal a prior arrest record, only those arrests for
child abuse, molest, neglect or assault are considered. If there is an indication on the record of prior activity in these areas of child abuse, the arrest
record and any other pertinent .information is copied and mailed to the reporting
agency, and a letter to the local Juvenile.Probation Department.
We have set up a "Child Abuse" maintenance 'file of name cards on suspects,
parents and victims. This file presently contains some 71,220 cards. These
are 3x5 index cards describing both children and adults. They are crossreferenced to help with any identification if a mother should change her name
or a different child in the same family is reported to us. \·!hen the report is
indexed, both parents names will be placed in file, even though neither of
them may be suspected of the abuse. The suspect is, of course, indexed whether
it be a parent, babysitter, or some other person. All children in the family
are indexed if their names are given. Index cards are made for all adults
whose names appear in the file who do not have prior criminal records to be
placed in our master record file. The Child Abuse file is a separate file
from the criminal record file for the protection of the victims whose names
are never placed in our criminal file.

I
l

j

Robert Hariman

-2-

July

16, 1974

.

Reporting is most often done by one of the parents or by grandparents of the
child, followed by concerned neighbors, children hospitals, school teachers
and counselors and public hospitals.
The.follcwing are the amounts of child abuse reports received by the Bureau·
on a statewide basis.
Fiscal year

68/69

69/70

70/71

71/72

72/73

73/74

s.433

5,4o1 . 6,1o1 . 6,oo3 n,197

15,970

«Projected Estimated Amounts
If we can be of further assistance, please advise.
Very truly yours,

CID Specialist II
Special Services Section
RSR:vt

74/75

75/76

21,559* 29,104*

~ELL£ J. YoUNGER .
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

rT~ORNilY G•Nt:RAL

BUREAU. OF IDENTIFICATION

irparttnrut nf 3Ju.atirr

MAILING AOORESII1
P.o •. Box 13417
8ACRAMENTO IIB&I.S

8101 C STREET·

January 16, 1975

-I

Mr. Robert L. Harriman

.

-----+~~·---,~:;~~0~~---c_k~:---v_e~S~~~,-e_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Refer: Licensing & Statutory
c_o_m_p_l_i_a_n_c_e_._u_n_i_t_ _ _ _ __

_c__ _ _ _ _

Child Abuse

Dear Mr. Harriman:
This is in answer to your letter of January 9, 1975 requesting
information on school districts tha-t have child abuse intervention programs.
The Bureau of Identification does not have any contact with
the various California school districts concerning child abuse,
as they report directly to the local welfare and law enforcement agencies.
··
I have received information the the Los Angeles City Unified
Schools have a referral program established.
In October 1973
Kings County started to established uniform procedures for
child abuse reporting and Hanford Elementary Schools were represented on the steering committee. The rep::>rt I received
from Professor Goodpaster from the University of California,
Davis, mentions Davis Unified School Districts as having
psychological services to help the child and the child's
parents by counseling. There is a possibility the information
you need could be obtained from these school districts.
I am sorry.that I do not have any more information to help you
in your project. Please advise if I can be of further assistance.
Very truly yours,
_....-·)~

-;

a_

~:::::)

-

r-~-OSS
~·-:,.
~ ~zr-~(
S. RICH
CII Supervisor I
Special Services Section
RSR:sz

.'
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UNIVEHSITY OF CALIFOHNIA, LOS ANGELES
DERKEr.EY • HAVIS .• IHVINF. • LOS

I1
j

ANGI~J.I·:S

• JUVf:ItSIJ)£ • SAN UU:GO • SAN 1-'RANCJSCO

December 18, 1974

SANTA _IIAIUIAI\A • SA!\;Ti\ CIIU7. .

NEUROPSYCIIJATIUC J~STITUTE
TilE CENTEU FOH TJII~ HEALTH SCIEXCES
780 WESTWOOD l'I.AZA
LOS ANGELES, CALIFOHSIA 900:!4

Robert L. Harriman, Principal
19901 Buckhaven Land
Saratoga, California 95070

---+,-~-'Dear-Mr.-Harriman:
Thank you for your letter of December 13 inquiring into our Child
Trauma Program. We have used the MMPI in addition to a number of other
tests comprising 6 to 8 hours of evaluation, comparing test responses
of abusive parents vrith non-abusing mothers and fathers. These scales
will shortly be appearing in two professional journals. When they are
available I will be happy to send you reprints.
We are also preparing a multidisciplinary, five-year research
. proposal to be hopefUlly funded by HE\-1. This five-year proposal has
. two major elements:

1

1

1

j.
l

1) Identification ·of high risk mothers and fathers in a prenatal
clinic, using a variety of interview and test instruments.
2) Research studj applying group therapy and child management
procedures to families already identified as high risk or maltreating.
I am enclosing a number of reprints from the group her at UCLA:
these will give you an idea of the nature of our program. Thank you for
your interest in the UCLA Child Trauma Unit. If you wish further information
or if you feel there is any way in which >ve can collaborate in working
with parents at risk within the school system, please be in touch. You,
as principal, are in a very crucial position in regard to parents and the
school. If there is any area of great importance specific to primary
intervention it is certainly here in the schools. I appreciate your interest
as school principal in this area of child-parent relationships. Please be
in'touch if you think we can be of help to you.

J?;~~

MOrris J. Paulson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor in Residence
Principal Investigator
UCLA Child Trauma Intervention Project

MJP:mh
Encls
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UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
MEDICAL CENTER
•aoo CAeT NINTH AVaNUC

. DENVER. COLORADO BOZZO

PLCASI: R« .. L Y T?c

COLOftADO· G.t:NERAL HOSPITAL
"cOLORADO PS'I'CHIATRIC HOSPITAL

THI£ NATIONAL.- CENTf'H FOM TUE
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CHILDR.N'8 DIAGNOSTIC CI:NTER
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ICHOOL Dl" MEDICINE
ICNOOL OP' NURSING
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KHOOL OP' DENTISTRY

December 3 ,. 1974

Robert L. Harriman
19901 Buckhaven_Lane
Saratoga, California

...

95070

Dear Mr. Harriman,
Thank you for your letter requesting information on school
reporting of child abuse.
Unfortunately, we do not have any material on this subject in
our articles. There are 4 or 5 fine articles contained in
."The Battered Child", selected readings by Jerome E. 'Leavitt,
published by General Learning Press, 250 James Street, Morristown, New Jersey 07960. These articles are under the Chapter
heading "The Educator Takes a Look".
I hope you are able to obtain this paperback book through your
local bookstore. If we can be of further help, feel free to
contact.us.
Sincerely,

hoLh?o\o~~~
Lois Robinson
The National Center
University of Colorado

THE UNIVEAfiiTY

a~

C"'nt nn.a.n..._ •• .._ .... ..,,, .. ,
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Robert L. Harriman, Principal
------il----San-Antonio-School---------------------1030 Astoria Drive
Sunnyvale, CA •. 94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:
Please excuse the delay in responding to your correspondence of
20 December 1974. Most of Christmas vacation and the early part of
January were spent on SARB and HR69,

I

l
1.

I

_J

l

The local courts, the Department of Public Assistance, and this
Office have tried to inform the districts of their responsibilities
regarding child abuse. We have had meetings with various groups,
mostly administrative and ancillary personnel, on this matter. To
my knowledge there is no district program in the County that even
approaches exemplary status.
I am sorry that we cannot provide you with assistance in your
quest.
Sincerely,
GAYLORD A. NELSON

upervisor, Child Welfare &
Attendance
JWM:dg

. ··- .....•... ,...............,..................... ,.._,_

!·· .....•.•. ·'· · · ,, ....;: ...·.

.

'"'-·'~

....c.-. ''"''••

CHARD M. CLOWES, Supetlntendent

,

. , ......... ............ -·····.
,~

-......... -----

' .,;, ·-· '' ,,.__ .

February 28, 1975

Mr. Robert L. Harriman, Principal·
San.Antonio School
Cupertino Union School 'District
1030 Astoria Dr.ive
Sunnyvale, CA ·94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:
We regret the long delay in responding to your letter of January 20
request:i,ng information about local school districts .that have exemplary
child abuse intervention programs·.
We have been unable to locate district programs of the type you are
requesting.
Enclosed are two items which may be of interest.

1.

A headstart In-service program on children at Risk

2.

A County Schools bulletin - Agencies-Services and Referral
Procedures.
·.... .-:Note the contents of pages 3, 4, 63, 64, 65 and .66.:

We would be very interested in receiving materials from you which are
developed to help school district personnel deal more effectively 1ei th
problems related to child abuse and child neglect.
Sincerely yours,

·wiLLIAM G. RUTH, Director
Division of Administrative Services-Attendance and Welfare

WS/jh
Encls.

LOS ANGELES COUNTY EDUCATION CENTER • (213) 922-6111
9300 EAST IMPERIAL HIGHWAY • DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA 90242

1..
!.

·lihlrced tounty Department of fducalion

[IlEAC I!: D. CALIP. 111.0

January 10, 1975
I

j

~

1

l

'·'

Robert L Harriman, Principal
19901 Buckhaven Lane
Sar~toga, CA.
95070
Dear Mr. Harriman:
We do not have a school district in our county that has an exemplary
child abuse intervention program.
·
Sincerely,

1

~2--~--- _&_ c:;:;
~A?"?Y.~~__..,-

1

DAVID E. AUSTIN, Ed.D.
Assistant County Superintendent
Educational Services
DEA:eg

TI!LEPHONI!: 1201) 72).JOJ1

IJZ. W~ST· UTH ITRI:I:T

.FLOY[) A. SCHELBY, SUPERINTENDENT

l
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EUREKA CITY SCHOOLS
3200 WALFORD AVE.
EUREKA. CALIFORNIA 9!5501

.IOHN 8, LANDIS

PHONE A43·086t

""'•"INT.PHJIHT DIP •eHoOL. AND

f""'"~;~~~;~ '17'," i975
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1

Mr. Robert Harriman, Principal
Cupertino Union School District
1030 Astoria Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:

1

I regret to say there is na district in Humboldt county which,
has an exemplary program for child -abuse interVention.

i;O_IIlY_~nowledge,

We have as much as anyonEi"has, so·t:ar as I know, and this isn't much.
Our practice HAS BEEN:

i.

Provide. our administrators, counselors, and nurses with copies
-of the Penal Code applicable to child abuse.

2.

Encourage them to follow·guidelines set by Protective Service
personnel, Probation staff, Police department, and Sheriff's
office. When in doubt, our staff is told to let these allies
make whatever charges, if any, should result.

3.

Maintain a close, friendly, and cooperative relationship with
these agencies.

4.

Frequent opportu"ities of agency representatives to meet with
administrative and building staff to clarify procedures and
to provide_ "inservice·tl:aining" in this manner ..

1

l
I

_j
1

1

This relationship is jeopardized by the Federal Privacy legislation recently
applied to school records. We will no longer release any information to any
agency without parent/guardian approval. The one exception is an apparent and
clear-cut criminal act against a student; and then only a verbal phoned report
that such an act "may have been performed." The agency - Protective Service,
Police, Sheriff - is expected to apply its own procedure at thi"s point. Older
students subject to possible abuse are encouraged to make "self-referrals" to
Protective Services - we provide the phone number, an opportunity to phone,
and supportive counseling.
Until we get further clarification on this legislation, we feel this is about
all we can legally do.
If, as a result of your studies, you develop a district plan, I would certainly
like to receive a copy.

·. ~:4
Sincerely,

~~~~~dinator,

Child Welfare/Attendance
Jll,daz

(D Of EDUCATION
ILLIAM liN(~[ ll, Pw~idont
LO[RJ C. W[IL~,, JR., Vice Pr.,•ldenf
ORMAN FRATI~. JR.
ELAINE G. KAHN
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PLACER COUNTY OFFICE

MS.· KUWAJA

US D. RICHARDSON
, AROLO M. WEAVER

~,.·

1230 HIGH ST.REET

-·

of

AUBURN, CAliFORNIA 95603
Phone (916) 823-4611

., t

KENNETH L. LONERGAN

Superintendent

January 7, 1975

...
Mr. Robert L. Harriman, Principal
Cupertino Union School District
1030 Astoria Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:

j

j

We regret that there are no school districts in Placer
County that have exemplary child abuse intervention programs.
Sincere~ly
yours, :•

.

~ ~/'_:_.____

.-.

/

Kenneth L. Lo~~an.
County Superintendent
]_____

KLL:rs

EDUCATION
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Kern County Civic Cnntcr
1415 Tru)(tun Avrmuo
Bakersfil!ld, California 93301
861·2145 (,<\rea Code 8051

DR. HARRY E. BLAIR
Suporin1endent of Schools

~·
I

January 9, 1975

j

l·.·.

---+,---;----M;r;-RQI:lert L. Harriman, Pri nci pa I
Cupertino Union School District
199DI Buckhaven Lane·.
Saratoga, CA. 95070
Dear Mr. Harriman:
.

1

l~

•'.

I am enclosing a brochure for an outstanding workshop on the
subject of Child Abuse which is scheduled January 30, here in
Bakersfield.
I think you would find thisvery worthwhile and possibly will ·
resolve some of the concerns you have regarding an intervention
program and policies.
I would suggest you get your reservation in immediately because
it is limited to 200'people. I am looking forward to seeing

you there,
Sincerely,
HARRY E. BLAIR
Superintendent of Schools

wr- Jfi.-~~,----

(Mrs.) Agnes Herren, P,H,N.
Supervisor of Health Services
ADH: th
Enc.
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BERNARDINO CITY UNIFIED SeHOOL DISTHICT
G~ORGE L.

CA.LD\1/F.LL,

'Jv~-cnr;tont~.,nt

PHILLIP- A. ALLRED, A.ss•Jdateo Sur."'r"intondeont
LEWIS A. OONUEY. Aui'S!a.,·t, R~:~:!!ureh rmd De-v-elopment
.ALFORD l. BRUTON, .1.\ssi~H1n1, Corrorm.• nit.:..Jtit:~n<~
GEORGE E. LUCAS, ABistar.t, Per~cnnol Seorvir.es
NEAL ROBERTS, As3istanr, DeJ.egregotio:t Pr~l)rams

j

1250 NORTH MUSCOTT 1, VENUE

SAN BERNARDINO, CALIFORNiA 92411
(714) 888-0211

:January 23, 1975

j
~~~-l(~~~~~-'R~o;:b~er:;:t:;:.L._l!arximan-,-Princip<t-1

·,·
1

Cupertino School District
19901 Buckhaven Lane
Saratoga, California 95070
Dear Mr. Harriman:

I1
i

In response to your letter of December 20, 1974, I am not .sure that "e
can offer you an exemplary Child Abuse intervention program. HOI<ever,
we do have· certain regulations and procedures which "e follo'tv in cases
of suspected child abuse. Since teachers are not usually dil:'ectly
involved in the_ actual reporting and follo,.-up of such cases, "e have
not established an inservice training for them other than that which
might be offered by individual principals. Many of our principals
have attended a day-long seminar on ch{ld abuse, how to recognize the
symptoms, and "hat action to take.
I am enclosing the guidelines which our department has developed and
which is in the hands of each school administrator in our district.

j

If you are interested in offering inservice training to teachers or
other staff in your district, I suggest that you contact Frank Bland,
Sheriff, San Bernardino County, 351 N. Arro1-1head, San Bernardino, Ca.
92401, ATTN: Gapt. Honte Davis, Juvenile Division. Ask him for a
brochure of the Child Abuse program offered at the Glen Helen
Rehabilitation Center in November of 1973. I feel confident the same
type of program offered us can be arranged in your area.
Si~cerely yours,

~

:. !

mAfi-j/./~tJ)<:1izf~~J
)

Mrs. Margaret J. Steffen, Superv~sor
'
Attendance and Child
Welfare
MJS:cm
Encl.

DFFICE OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOL~
.4015 lEMON STREET, P. 0. BOX 868
RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA 92502

TElEPHONE (714) 787-2901
•

DON F. KENNY

S~pcrintcndcnt

(714) 787-6311

BROOKS P. COLEMAN . • Assoc. Sup~, Administration 6c Busine,. Services

(714) 787·6158

LOUIS S. BARBER.

- Asst. Sup_t., Special Schools & Special Services

(714) 787·6489

BARBARA PROVOST

4

Asst. Supt., Educational Services

(714) 787·6300

March 5, 1975

I''

Mr. Robert L. Harriman, Principal
San
~----__c_
1030Antonio
Astoria School
Drive

__.-_ _:____________~-'--~·---------

Sunnyvale, California_9A081
Dear Mr. Harriman:
My sincere apologies for the time lapse that I have allowed with regards to your request for data, dated
December 20, 1974. The following names are people who I feel may assist in giving identification to
child abuse intervention programs.

Ms. Aletrice Martin, Consultant

I

I
1

Early Childhood Education
Riverside County Schools
P.O. Box 868
Riverside, 92501
(714) 787,6300

Mr. Roger Harlow, Director
Pupil Personnel Services
Desert Sands Unified School District
83-049 Avenue 46
Indio, 92201
(714) 347-8631

Mr. Paul Buckley, Director
Pupil Persmmel Services
Corona/Norco Unified School District
· 300 Buena Vista Avenue
Corona, 91720
(714) 736-3301
I am also enclosing a document which we have made available to all school districts in the quantity they
desire. Page 3 of the document suggests a procedure and form for suspected child abuse, and has been
very helpful in identifying for our variounchool districts the location and telephone number of the Child
Protective Services/Department of Public Social Services. The one sheet form, Mistreatment of Minors
Report, has been useful in taking care of proper recording. It not only gives an area for recording the
telephone call to both law enforcement and the welfare division (CPS), but also is a written recording
document that can be handed to law enforcement immediately upon investigation, and allows for a copy
to be immediately placed in the mail to Child Protective Services. At this writing, we have not changed
the wording in Section 11161.5, which just recently was altered to include sexual molestation. Also, the
change from 12 years of age to 18 years of age;

r

Again, my apologies for being late with this information. If you are in need of further information or
help, please feel free to contact our office.

Since~ly,
/.~d

;£.~·
i4 .

CC.t- . ' . "'

Clyde D Powell, Coordiw tor
Chlid elfarc & Attendan ·~ ·

County Bo.ard of Educildon Members

. Mary K. McOwcn

Dr. W. Edwin C.udner

K..uherine Nchon

~nevieve Rutherford

Mar11.:~.r••t

\!... : ....

I
· Of'FIC:I•!

(JJ.' .f'OUNTY
CW HC.HOOJ .."t
172 W. :trd f4tnmt

BUI'Io~lUNTI•:NJ)f·:NT

llll.lf iii'!IIINM!.fiJNfl, 1:'1\!.rrOitN'fA 02415
Telephone: (1.141 :lij:S-2183

l
1

ROY C HIU.
luperint.en.dent ol SchaOJa.

January 13, 1975

Mr. Robert L .:.:HEa~rrli~m=a~n~·~P~r'__:i"'n:c_'_i':pa~l'_~--c-~----
San Antonio Sc!1oo 1
---~-1030-Astorial)ri ve
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:

l

l
1

1
1

This is· an ans1-1er to your letter dated December 20, 1974
directed to Dr. Roy C Hill regarding child abuse intervention p\"ograrns.
·

I

San Bernardino. City Unified School District maintains a
reasonably good program except that they have no specific
inservice training for teachers. The person to contact
would be: Mrs. Margaret Steffen, Supervisor, Attendance
and Child We1fare, San Bernardino City Schools, 1250 N.
Muscott Street, San Bernardino, California 92411.
Sincerely yours,

I
I

Q_~·~.·~

Si pe, ~i ret tor ·
1fare and.Attendance

I
I
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ORANGE COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA TJON

OF

TELEPHONE: 8J.S-J9oo
AREA CODE 714

f2150 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE
SANTA ANA, C.A

MAILING ADDRESS~

P. O. BOX I l84£i
SANTA ANA, CA Qz71 f

January 16, 1975

Robert L. Harriman, Principal
Cupertino Union School District
1030 Astoria Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:
Your lett.er to Dr. Peterson was referred to my department for reply.
In Orange County we are in the midst of establishing a Central Registry, County.wide guidelines and reporting procedures under the·direction of a newly appointed
Coordinator of Child Abuse, Mrs. Lorraine Adler, 601 North Ross, P.O. Box 1957,
Santa Ana, Calif. 92702.
·
· We have an interdepartmental advisory committee which includes the Orange County
Department of Education. A sub-committee is working out County-wide inservice
which includes schools and should·be exemplary, but it is just starting. Intervention, prevention and reporting will be considered.
Write: Fountain Valley School District, Number One Lighthouse Lane, Fountain
Valley, Calif. 92708, Att. Fern Zahlen, Coordinator, Health Services, for the
only program currently in schools with an exemplary school intervention program.
We hope to change that!
Hope this meets your needs.
Sincerely,

~~J3M1J-~ f(,

s

Helen Brown, Coordinator
School Health

HB:nm
c.c.

Ed Harding, Coordina~or
Student Community Services
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SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
. PUPIL SERVICES CENTER

i

1945 WMIU.ng:ton Stltee:t
San FM.nch.c.o; Ca..
94109

j.

l ...

January 23, 1975

1
i

iI

.
.
.
L_:_~
..~Ml".-RQbert~r..-narriman

---.1]

i
l

l

.l

1

1

I
1
1

I

PrinciJ?cl, San Antonio School

1030 Astoria Drive
SUnnyvale, California
Dear !.fr. Harriman:
Your letter asking for inf'orr.:ation concerning exem1)lary child. abuse intervention
programs has been referred to roe for reply.

I
I

We have in the San Francisco Unified School District, a PuJ?il Personnel staff
consisting of counselors, social ;rorkers, psychologists and attendance uorJ;e:rs •
.All of these disciplines have kn01~leclge o:f' the la;rs pertBbing to Child P.buse
8IId ere a'mre of: the legislative po;rers for re]?orting suc:1 cases to the PoHce
Department, De9~rtment of Public Realth,. or the Protective Services Unit of the
. Department of Social Services.
The Pupil Services staff works directly with site principals, teachers, etc., .in
every case of child abuse that is brought· to their attention. Also, in Sfu•
Francisco, there is a Child Abuse Council. I have referred your inquiry to t!::te
Executive Director, who will res?oncl directly to you. There is a .school social
worker actin;; as liaison,~--- Mr. Walter Phillips, Director, Pupil Services is on
the Board of Directors of the Child Abuse Council, end I. attend monthly meetiDgs.
Currently we are working on a ,roposal with ~• to develop a more formal ~•it of
four. school social workers and one police woman to $Ct as a rov:i.ng teem to dN•l
directly vrith child· abuse cases as they are reported throughout the SFUSD system.
This team, along ;~ith the San Francisco Child Abuse Council will do inservice for
teachers and site administrators.

I

I

Sincerely,

~!d."-;/""~

Elaine Wolfe Grady, ACSW
Supervisor, Social Work Services
FMG:Jk
cc:

Mi~hael

Joan Schwartz, Exec. Dir.
s. F. Child Abune Council
Walter Phillips

I
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OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
CHILDREN'S CENTERS
PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS.
OffiC£ Of THI DlRICTOR

I

811 £ast 14th Street
Oakland, California 94606
. (415) 83&-262~

May 2, 1975

Robert L. Harriman

!

-. Princi.pal

1I

---. Gupert-:i.ru!Un ~on School District
San Antonio School
1030 Astoria Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94807

.I.

J

Dear. Mr. Harriman,

1

I am· enclosing a ··copy of the Child Abuse ·Reporting Form for Oakland Public

1

Schools.
. We are fortunate to have the Child Traurtta Center at Children's Hospital

1
'!,,
J

'

1
i
\

j

1

Medical Center, Oakland in our community. We have had ·th~ir staff conduct
''inservice" for> Preschool & Children's Centers teachers. Each of the
Regions has had inser·vice for their nurses and Hayward School District
·has had a course available to all.
I would not presume to ssume that Oakland Public Schools inservice is
adequate to the subject. However,. some gains have been made though I
know that the r>eporting process is not easy, there are often so many
extenuating factors associated with each episode.
I think a workshop with school site principals and police and probation

departments could be beneficial to foster mutual understanding to the
benefit of the children.

I happen to be on the Child Trauma Advisory Council. We are meeting
today on the problems of reporting forms. There should be consistency
state-wid<;, it would seem, what do you think?

I
1

However, I know that the form whatever it is, is not the main problem
with the.repor>ting process.

~incerely your~' Ou--k o..J

~~utman,

P.H.N.
Off'ice of Children's Center\l ·and Preschool Programs
Oakland Public Schools representative to the Child Trauma Center

En c.
MHO:bw

:ll: ·
l,-'

J...:OU

BOARO

l

Telephone 415/881-266

oF-~OUCA1'lON

MRS'. JOAN S,. HP.Mf.ILIN
·-. AI..BERT R. _L_EPOHE:, Ph.D.
~·-· GP.EGORV MICHEAELS
1,-. ____MR.S. 00\...0RE.S WP.GNER
MAAVIN S. W£1NRE6, M.O ..

'

. HAYWARD UNIFfED SCHOOL DISTRICT
. 24411 Amador Street. Hayward, California
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 5000, Hayward, California '94540
Raymond G. Arveson, Supcrintende11t

I
I
I
I

Mr. ,Robert L. Harriman, Principal
San Antonio School
1030 Astoria Drive
Sunnyvale, California 94087
Dear Mr. Harriman:
In' response to your recent letter, we are enclosing Policy and
Procedure 5149 regarding Reporting SuspeCted Child Abuse as
well as a copy of Report of Suspected Child Abuse,

We find that these materials have worked very well in our district
for almost two ye>trs. Prior to initiating the procedures we held
meetings with representatives from law enforcement agencies., pro- .
bation, and welfare to get their input and this prior involvement of
them has paid off a great deal in the smooth manner in which we have
operated cooperatively when suspected child abuse cases have been
brought to the attention of s_chool staffs.
We find that with the revision of the law in January, we now need to
update these procedures to include reporting of sexual molestation,
as well.

i

We hope the enclosed information will be of help to you.

\

-4

I

Yours truly,

~~),(' d'.0-~-'
,

{Miss) Joan M. Chambers
Dire~tor
Department o£ Pupil Services

l,/ Administrative
JMC:at
Enclosures

I

APPENDIX D
NON-PROFIT CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES

127
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Non-Profit Child Abuse Prevention Services
1.

Parental Stress Services

P.O. Box 92~6, Berkeley·
California 94709 ·
Telephone: (415) 845-6243

2.

Parents Anonymous

2930 w; Imperial Hwy,
Suite 332 ·
Inglewood, California
9~0303

•--~~~~c-~~~~~~--~~~~~~~T~e.lephone:
· 3.

...

I
I
I

J,.

l··

4.

Child Abuse Prevention
Services

Child Abuse Listening
Mediation, Inc.

(213) 754-6660

P.O. Box 815
Napa, California 94558
Telephone:· (707) 252-1116 ·

P.O. Box 718
Santa Barbara, California
93102
Telephone:
(805) 963-1115

